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Executive summary 
Transport for NSW (TfNSW) proposes to duplicate around eight kilometres of the Barton 
Highway from about 700 metres south of the NSW/ACT border towards Murrumbateman. The 
upgrade would be from a two-lane, two-way carriageway (one lane in each direction) to a four-
lane, dual carriageway (two lanes in each direction) with a central median (the proposal). 

The proposal forms a significant part of the Barton Highway Improvement Strategy 2017, which 
was prepared in partnership with the Australian and NSW governments and aims to provide an 
efficient and safe highway to cater for the increasing traffic volume between Yass, 
Murrumbateman and Canberra. 

Key features of the proposal include: 

 Providing a new two-lane northbound carriageway from south of the NSW/ACT border 
towards Murrumbateman on the western side of the existing Barton Highway 

 Modifying the existing Barton Highway to provide a two-lane southbound carriageway from 
south of the NSW/ACT border towards Murrumbateman 

 Providing a central median separating the two carriageways 

 Modifying impacted intersections and property access roads to provide safe access to the 
highway 

 Providing dedicated U-turn facilities at about one-kilometre intervals to manage right turn 
movements 

 Improving existing bus stops with accessible shelters and safe parking areas at Spring 
Range Road and Nanima Road 

 Demolishing a residential property and all farm infrastructure in the construction boundary 

 Modifying the heavy vehicle enforcement bay south of Nanima Road by providing new 
deceleration and acceleration lanes 

 Removing the rest area at the NSW/ACT border 

 Providing safety barriers where required 

 Providing drainage crossings including creek crossings at Gooromon Ponds and Little 
Bedulluck Creek 

 Relocating and protecting utilities within the construction boundary 

 Establishing temporary compound areas and stockpile sites throughout construction 

 Additional work including earthworks, improving street lighting, new street furniture, 
replacing signage, resealing, line marking and upgrading kerbs. 

The REF was publicly displayed for feedback from Monday 24 February 2020 to Friday 27 
March 2020 at the Murrumbateman Library, Transport for NSW depot at Yass and Yass Valley 
Council office. The REF was placed on TfNSW’s project website and made available for 
download. The website link was distributed to the community via targeted Facebook posts, 
stakeholder emails and a media release. 

Notification letters were also distributed to 5070 properties at Yass, Murrumbateman and areas 
towards the ACT border, and 400 letters were emailed to TfNSW’s Barton Highway stakeholder 
database. 

REF information sessions were held by TfNSW at Yass on Thursday 5 March 2020 and 
Murrumbateman on Saturday 14 March 2020 to answer questions from the community and 
encourage feedback and formal submissions. 
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TfNSW received seven submissions in response to the REF during the public display period. 
This included one from Boral Quarry, four from individuals, one from a community group and 
one from a government agency.  All submissions received have been considered in the 
preparation of this report. 

The main issues raised in the submissions related to: 

Design 

 Objection to the proposed intersection configuration at Kaveneys Road, requiring additional 
travel time to undertake a U-turn as no right turn lane is proposed. 

 Concerns about the revised design for proposed property access and design requirements 
for excessive land acquisition. 

 An individual submission inquired about U-turn facilities for people living south of Church 
Lane. 

 An individual submission proposed a new dual road (four lanes) on the western side of the 
existing road and when the proposal is complete, the existing road can be used as a service 
road. 

Property Acquisition 

 A request to delay the property acquisition process in the wake of the current Coronavirus 
situation as the property owner is vulnerable due to his age and health. 

Planning 

 Concerns about the lack of approach for the proposal, stating this was the third time an 
environmental assessment has occurred. Further, only a small portion of the route has been 
included in the proposal. 

Biodiversity 

 Community group expressed interest to provide input into biodiversity offsets and planning. 
They are an ACT-based catchment group and have experience in developing community 
partnerships, coordinating Landcare activities, and delivering environmental solutions. They 
consider this proposal an opportunity to extend its environmental work to NSW. 

 An individual submission was concerned about weed control measures planned during and 
after construction. 

 The application of current legislation and assessment methods, in particular use of the 
Framework for Biodiversity assessment (FBA) and the Biobanking Assessment Method 
(BBAM). 

 A number of concerns in relation to survey effort and assessment for threatened flora and 
fauna species and also Box Gum woodland Endangered Ecological Community (EEC). 

General Environmental Concerns  

 An increase in noise and/or fume levels at an individual’s property. Responses from TfNSW 
about this issue have been casual. In 2018, it was indicated that noise levels at the property 
would be monitored and remedial measures, like double-glazing to windows, would be 
implemented. However, in the current proposal, the issue has been neglected. 

 A submission required information about the fire management plan in the area. 

 A submission from the general community highlighted the lack of communication for people 
who do not have access to electronic communication. 
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 A submission from the community focused on quality works for the proposal. It is expected 
that TfNSW will do a quality job. Quality should be the main focus even if fewer kilometers 
are included in the first stage of the proposal. 

 Flood risk management with regards to flood behavior, future impacts from road design and 
consultation with flood emergency authorities. 

Responses to issues raised in the received submissions have been addressed in this report.  

Minor changes to the proposal design have occurred since public display of the REF, these 
include: 

 Revised modification of Kaveneys Road intersection. It now allows for a right turn into 
Kaveneys Road. 

 Minor changes in property acquisition boundaries to align with REF assessed construction 
boundary. 

During the display of the REF, some topographical errors were picked up. These have been 
revised and are detailed in Section 3.1 and 3.2 of this report. 

Issues raised during the public display of the REF have been adequately summarised and 
responded to. All potential environmental impacts have been assessed adequately with 
appropriate safeguards and management measures identified to avoid, minimise and mitigate 
impacts. The implementation of safeguards and management measures identified in the 
submissions report would appropriately manage and mitigate the potential impacts. 

TfNSW, as the determining authority, will consider the information in the REF and this 
submissions report and make a decision whether or not to proceed with the proposal. 

TfNSW will inform the community and stakeholders of this decision and, where a decision is 
made to proceed, will continue to consult with the community and stakeholders prior to and 
during the construction phase. 
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1 Introduction and background 

1.1 The proposal 

Transport for NSW (TfNSW) proposes to duplicate around eight kilometres of the Barton Highway 
from about 700 metres south of the NSW/ACT border towards Murrumbateman. The upgrade 
would be from a two-lane, two-way carriageway (one lane in each direction) to a four-lane, dual 
carriageway (two lanes in each direction) with a central median. 

The proposal is subject to assessment under two planning pathways. Part of the proposal is 
located within the Australian Capital Territory (ACT), while the remaining seven kilometres is 
located in New South Wales (NSW). A review of environmental factors (REF) under Division 5.1 of 
NSW’s Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act) and a Works Approval 
under Part 12 of ACT’s Planning and Land Management Act 1988 (P&LM Act). 

The majority of the proposal is subject to this REF, however the section of highway within the ACT 
is subject to the requirements of the National Capital Plan (NCP). The ACT section of the proposal 
was not assessed as part of the REF and therefore does not form part of this submissions report. 

The proposal is located within the Yass Valley Local Government Area (LGA), part of the Southern 
Tablelands region of NSW. Yass is the main town in the Yass Valley LGA. Other settlements 
include the villages of Binalong, Bookham, Bowning, Gundaroo, Murrumbateman, Sutton and Wee 
Jasper. The highway crosses land used mostly for agriculture and low density residential purposes. 

Key features of the proposal include: 

 Providing a new two-lane northbound carriageway from south of the NSW/ACT border towards 
Murrumbateman on the western side of the existing Barton Highway 

 Modifying the existing Barton Highway to provide a two-lane southbound carriageway from 
south of the NSW/ACT border towards Murrumbateman 

 Providing a central median separating the two carriageways 

 Modifying impacted intersections and property access roads to provide safe access to the 
highway 

 Providing dedicated U-turn facilities at about one kilometre intervals to manage right turn 
movements 

 Improving existing bus stops with accessible shelters and safe parking areas at Spring Range 
Road and Nanima Road 

 Demolishing a residential property and all farm infrastructure in the construction boundary 

 Modifying the heavy vehicle enforcement bay south of Nanima Road by providing new 
deceleration and acceleration lanes 

 Removing the rest area at the NSW/ACT border 

 Providing safety barriers where required 

 Providing drainage line crossings including creek crossings at Gooromon Ponds and Little 
Bedulluck Creek 

 Relocating and protecting utilities within the construction boundary 

 Establishing temporary compound areas and stockpile sites throughout construction 
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 Additional work including earthworks, improving street lighting, new street furniture, replacing 
signage, resealing, line marking and upgrades to kerbs. 

The proposal forms a significant part of the Barton Highway Improvement Strategy 2017, which 
was prepared in partnership with the Australian and NSW governments and aims to provide an 
efficient and safe highway to cater for the increasing traffic volume between Yass, Murrumbateman 
and Canberra. 

Benefits to all road users include: 

 Safer travel for all modes of transport 

 Reduced travel times 

 Improved transport efficiency 

 More consistent and reliable travel 

 Safer conditions for local communities. 

The proposal forms part of a series of proposed upgrades of the Barton Highway between the 
NSW/ACT border and the existing dual carriageway south of Yass. 

The proposal is jointly funded by the Australian and NSW governments and is to be developed in 
stages. Subject to planning approval, construction is expected to start late 2020 and be completed 
in 2023. 

A more detailed description of the proposal is found in Section 3 of Barton Highway Upgrade: 
Duplication of the Barton Highway from the ACT border towards Murrumbateman review of 
environmental factors, published by TfNSW in November 2019. 

Refer to Figure 1-1 for a map showing the regional context of the proposal. 

Key features of the proposal are shown in Figures 1-2 to 1-4. 
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 Figure 1-1: Regional context of the proposal 
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Figure 1-2: Key features of the proposal (map 1 of 3) 
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Figure 1-3: Key features of the proposal (map 2 of 3) 
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Figure 1-4: Key features of the proposal (map 3 of 3) 
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1.2 REF display 

TfNSW prepared a REF to assess potential environmental impacts of the proposal. The REF was 
publicly displayed for 32 days (five weeks) from Monday 24 February 2020 to Friday 27 March 
2020 at three locations, as detailed in Table 1-1. The REF was placed on the project website and 
made available for download. 

TfNSW held REF information sessions at Yass on Thursday 5 March 2020 and Murrumbateman 
Village Markets on Saturday 14 March 2020 to advise the community about the proposal and invite 
formal submissions to the REF.  

The display locations and a link to the project webpage and REF were advertised on NSW Roads 
Facebook page in February 2020. The information was also shared on Murrumbateman and Yass 
community Facebook pages. 

Notification letters were distributed to 5070 properties at Yass, Murrumbateman and towards the 
ACT border, and 400 letters were emailed to TfNSW’s Barton Highway stakeholder database. 

In addition, TfNSW held information sessions at Murrumbateman Field Days on Saturday 19 
October and Sunday 20 October 2019 to update the community about the Barton Highway 
upgrade. TfNSW also attended Murrumbateman Village Markets on 8 February 2020 to consult 
with the community regarding intersection upgrade works happening along the Barton Highway 
near Murrumbateman. 

Table 1-1: Display locations 

Location Address 

Murrumbateman Library Old School House Barton Highway 

Transport for NSW Yass depot 1401 Yass Valley Way 

Yass Valley Council 209 Comur Street, Yass 

1.3 Purpose of the report 

This submissions report relates to the REF prepared for the Barton Highway Upgrade: Duplication 
of the Barton Highway from the ACT border towards Murrumbateman, and should be read in 
conjunction with that document. 

The REF was placed on public display and submissions relating to the proposal and the REF were 
received by TfNSW. This submissions report summarises the issues raised and provides 
responses to each issue (Chapter 2). 

It details investigations carried out since finalisation of the REF (Chapter 3) and identifies new or 
revised environmental management measures (Chapter 5). 
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2 Response to issues 

TfNSW received seven submissions in total with the majority accepted up to the closing date of 27 
March 2020. Two late submissions were received on the 29 March 2020 and 17 April 2020 and 
were also accepted. 

Table 2-1 lists the respondents and each allocated submission number. The table also indicates 
where each issue has been addressed within this submissions report. 

Table 2-1: Respondents 

Respondent Submission 
No. 

Number of issues 
received in 
submission 

Section number where 
issues are addressed 

Boral Land and Property 
Group 

1 1 Section 2.2 

Individual submission 2 1 Section 2.3 

Individual submission 3 1 Section 2.4 

Ginninderra Catchment 
Group 

4 1 Section 2.5 

Individual submission 5 1 Section 2.6 

Individual submission 6 10 Section 2.2, Section 2.3, 
Section 2.4, Section 2.5, 
Section 2.6 

NSW Department of 
Planning, Industry and 
Environment (DPIE) 

7 18 Section 2.5.1, Section 
2.6.3, Section 2.6.4, 
Section 2.6.5, Section 
2.6.6, Section 2.6.7, 
Section 2.6.8, Section 
2.6.9, Section 2.6.10, 
Section 2.6.11, Section 
2.6.12, Section 2.6.13, 
Section 2.6.14, Section 
2.7.5, Section 2.7.6, 
Section 2.7.7, Section 
2.7.8, Section 2.7.9, 

2.1 Overview of issues raised 

A total of seven submissions were received in response to the display of the REF. This included 
one from Boral Quarry, four from individuals, one from a community group and one from a 
government agency.   

Each submission has been examined individually to understand issues being raised. The issues 
raised in each submission have been extracted and collated, and corresponding responses to the 
issues have been provided. Where similar issues have been raised in different submissions, only 
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one response has been provided. The issues raised and TfNSW’s response to these issues forms 
the basis of this chapter. 

The main issues raised in the submissions relate to: 

 Objections to Kaveneys Road proposed intersection configuration and some property accesses 
with proposed alternatives 

 Request to delay property acquisition due to Coronavirus 

 Comments about lack of planning and approach for the proposal 

 Suggested measures for biodiversity management 

 Concerns about weed control measures during and after completion of the proposal 

 Concerns about increased noise and/or fume levels at properties as a result of the proposal. 

 Concerns regarding the application of current legislation and assessment methods, in particular 
use of the Framework for Biodiversity assessment (FBA) and the Biobanking Assessment 
Method (BBAM). 

 A number of concerns in relation to survey effort and assessment for threatened flora and 
fauna species and also Box Gum woodland Endangered Ecological Community (EEC). 

 Flood risk management with regards to flood behaviour, future impacts from road design and 
consultation with flood emergency authorities. 

Responses to the issues raised have been included in the submissions report. 

2.2 Design 

2.2.1 Proposed intersection design at Kaveneys Road 

Submission number and Issue number 

Submission 1, Issue 1 

Issue description 

Boral Quarry is located on Kaveneys Road and supplies material to work sites across Canberra 
and southern NSW. The quarry is a major contributor to the local economy. The current 
intersection arrangement provides access to Kaveneys Road, and was completed in 2014 with 
Boral spending more than $4 million. 

The REF states that the existing right turn function at Kaveneys Road intersection for southbound 
vehicles would be removed and vehicles would now be required to perform a U-turn at Rolfe Road. 
This would result in an additional five kilometres of travel for heavy vehicles accessing the Boral 
site. Also, Boral considers that the proposed configuration for the Kaveneys Road intersection with 
Barton Highway is not appropriate for safe heavy vehicle ingress to the Boral site. 

All vehicles that utilise the quarry including concrete agitator trucks, truck and dog haulage 
vehicles, cement tankers, and other heavy vehicles will be required to use the Rolfe Road U-turn 
facility. Would the proposed intersection arrangement at Rolfe Road have the capacity to 
accommodate this larger level of vehicle activity as a result of no right turn lane? 

Boral also noted that they received recent correspondence from TfNSW’s Acquisitions Team 
stating that the proposed intersection will retain a right turn facility. Boral request that this proposed 
design element be implemented and reflected through revised plans for the intersection. 

Response 
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TfNSW has examined the submission received from Boral. The proposed intersection at Kaveneys 
Road accommodates safe movements in all directions. As suggested in the submission, a right 
turn into Kaveneys Road will be provided. 

2.2.2 Proposed design for property access 

Submission number and Issue number 

Submission 6, Issue 1 and 2 

Issue description 

The submission objected to the proposed property access in the revised plans. Earlier plans had 
proposed a service road and crossover point for the property to access the highway at Church 
Lane. However, in revised plans, these options have changed. 

The submission also proposed an alternate property access near the Uniting Church and provided 
a map that will allow access from their property for large vehicles. 

Response 

Property access is proposed to provide safe access to the highway by reducing the frequency of 
vehicles turning across oncoming traffic. 

The alternate proposed design in the submission would increase the chance of conflicting traffic 
and therefore poses a safety risk. TfNSW will not accommodate the submission proposal; instead 
proposed Church access will be used for the property as well.  

2.2.3 U-turn facilities 

Submission number and Issue number 

Submission 6, Issue 3 

Issue description 

Submission inquired about U-turn facilities planned for people living south of Church Lane.  

Response 

TfNSW propose to construct U-turn facilities at about one kilometre intervals along the new and old 
carriageway. This will ensure affected property owners don’t have to travel more than one 
kilometre in the opposite direction. 

2.2.4 Alternate design for the proposal 

Submission number and Issue number 

Submission 6, Issue 9 

Issue description 

Submission from an individual proposed a new dual road (four lanes) to be built on the western 
side of the existing road. This would eliminate the need for U-turn facilities and solve many of the 
issues created by the current proposal. While this would require more land and be more expensive, 
it has been done on sections of the Hume and Federal highways, and the respondent asks why not 
the Barton Highway? 

Response 
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The proposed option in the submission was discussed and analysed in detail in the REF document 
in Section 2.4.3 as option 8 – a full reconstruction (new northbound and southbound 
carriageways). 

Option 8 would have provided a new dual carriageway with a new northbound and southbound 
carriageways and a narrow median. The new dual carriageway would be built offline minimising 
traffic disruption and designed to meet the Barton Highway Design Guidelines. On opening of the 
new dual carriageway the existing highway would be converted into a service road with one lane 
closed and landscaped. 

This option would require significant property acquisition and would have a proportionate impact on 
existing land uses and vegetation. This option required the largest quantity of earthwork in 
comparison to the other options increasing estimated costs.  

The level of impact on adjacent land use and the cost were disproportionate to the benefits 
provided with the traffic volumes using the Barton Highway. On that basis Option 8 wasn’t the best 
alternative to duplicate the Barton Highway and wasn’t pursued. 

2.3 Property acquisition 

2.3.1 Request to delay property 

Submission number and Issue number 

Submission 2, Issue 1 

Issue description 

An individual submission from an affected property owner was received with a request to delay the 
property acquisition process as a result of the current Coronavirus situation.  

Response 

The submission has been considered and the property owner will be contacted for further process. 

2.3.2 Excessive land acquisition 

Submission number and Issue number 

Submission 6, Issue 5 

Issue description 

Individual submission from an affected property owner has concerns about why there is excessive 
land being acquired on the southern side of the Uniting Church when the existing fence is already 
set well back from the road. Also the road boundary seems excessively wide from Church Lane, 
north towards Spring Range Road on the western side. What is the reason for this? 

Response 

The existing fence line and some culvert structures are located within the hazard free zone for a 
100km/h speed limit. Therefore, these structures need an extension to keep them clear from the 
hazard free zone, which extends beyond the existing fence line. The new northbound carriageway 
will be positioned to the west of the existing highway. 

The current land acquisition reflects the current proposal, future carriageway, and future 
intersection upgrades as well.   
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2.4 Planning 

2.4.1 Comments about lack of planning for the proposal 

Submission number and Issue number 

Submission 3, Issue 1 

Issue description 

Individual submission from a community member highlighted concerns about the inadequacy of 
approach for the proposal. The submission states this is at least the third time an environmental 
assessment has occurred, and the latest proposal involves only a small portion of the route. “Over 
20 years of successive governments there is a failure to deliver the foundational planning for 
completion of the goal. What a guarantee to ongoing delay and indefinite election cycles of hoopla 
with little impact. If there was a need for better empirical evidence, one need hardly look further 
than the Gounyan Curves delivery”, it continued. 

Response 

The submission has been noted. 

2.5 Aboriginal Heritage 

2.5.1 Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) 

Submission number and Issue number 

Submission 7, Issue 1 

Issue description 

The ACHAR has been adequately summarised and included in the REF and has been prepared in 
line with appropriate requirements. 

A full review of adequacy of the ACHAR has not been undertaken for the review of the REF. This 
adequacy review will be undertaken when the ACHAR is submitted to the Department to support 
an Aboriginal Heritage Impact Permit (AHIP) application. 

Response 

The submission has been noted. 

2.6 Biodiversity 

2.6.1 Biodiversity offset strategy and planning 

Submission number and Issue number 

Submission 4, Issue 1 

Issue description 

The Ginninderra Catchment Group (GCG) is one of three ACT-based catchment groups. GCG is 
keen to have input into the upgrade design of the proposed Stage 1 Barton Highway Upgrade, 
from an environmental point of view. GCG has demonstrated capacity in developing community 
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partnerships, coordinating land care activities and delivering environmental solutions. GCG has not 
been funded for work in the NSW area of the catchment but sees the currently proposed upgrade 
as an excellent opportunity to extend environmental work to that part of the catchment under the 
“stewardship” provisions of the NSW Bio Banking and Offset Scheme. 

GCG suggests it should be involved in the detailed design for biodiversity offsets.  It proposes a 
coordinated approach to clearing blackberries and ongoing weed control near Hall Travelling Stock 
Reserve (TSR). GCG considers an offset of 16.85 hectares can appropriately be achieved by 
extending the Bedulluck TSR northwards. They also propose creating a wetland near Gooromon 
Pond. The land to the north of the current TSR is identified as “Lot 129//DP754880”. The owner of 
this lot may be interested in entering into a “biodiversity stewardship” arrangement either on their 
account or in partnership with GCG. 

Further, GCG is concerned about the implementation of the Soil and Water Management Plan 
(SWMP) and Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan (ESCP). 

GCG recommends: 

 The proposed SWMP and ESCP be developed (but also implemented) to minimise erosion and 
sediment control not only during construction, but also for a five-year period post construction 

 A “hydrogeological landscape” mapping program be carried out pre-earthworks design to a 
scale of 1:5000 to identify soil landscape units, hazards and recommended land management 
actions and practices 

 A river health and water quality monitoring program be implemented pre, during and for a 
period of five years post construction. 

Response 

Biodiversity offsets for the project would be provided in accordance with TfNSWs Guidelines for 
Biodiversity Offsets, which includes the securing of offsets through the purchase of BioBanking 
credits using the BioBanking Scheme or equivalent mechanism. Where it is not feasible or 
reasonable to supply offsets, supplementary measures such vegetation rehabilitation and 
restoration activities may be adopted. 

TfNSW would prepare and implement a Biodiversity Offset Strategy (BOS) in accordance with the 
Guidelines for Biodiversity Offsets. The BOS will detail how the required offsets will be achieved or 
if supplementary measures are being proposed to be delivered.   

2.6.2 Weed control 

Submission number and Issue number 

Submission 6, Issue 6 

Issue description 

Individual submission was received from a property owner concerned about proposed weed control 
measures. The issue of weeds has been raised in the past and has made considerable effort to 
control weeds spreading onto their property from the roadside. The submission was further 
interested to know what strategies and controls are planned for the proposal during and after 
construction to address this issue. The submission also suggested that proposed controls should 
be in place for three to five years to address ongoing germination of weeds. 

Response 

A Biodiversity Assessment was carried out as part of the REF which identified weeds declared as 
priority weeds in the Yass Valley LGA as occurring within the construction boundary (see Section 
6.3 and Appendix F of the REF). 
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TfNSW is aware that the construction of road projects and maintenance works has the potential to 
introduce and promote the spread of weed species. The Biosecurity Act 2015 has provisions for 
the control of certain weeds and describes a priority weed as one that should be prevented, 
managed, controlled or eradicated in the region. 

Best practice methods for weed management would be carried out as part of construction of the 
project. TfNSW’s “Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and managing biodiversity on RTA projects - 
Guide 6 Weed Management” would be adhered to as part of the project. 

A weed management plan would be incorporated into relevant plans and documentation for the 
project including toolbox talks, inductions and work method statements. A Flora and Fauna 
Management Plan (FFMP) would be prepared in accordance with TfNSW’s Biodiversity Guidelines 
and implemented as part of the Construction Environment Management Plan (CEMP). Noxious 
weeds removed during site clearing would be managed in line with the recommended mitigation 
and management measures as outlined in section 7 of the REF. 

2.6.3 Application of current Legislation and assessment methods 

Submission number and Issue number 

Submission 7, Issue 2 

Issue description 

The REF should be clearer in the legislative pathway that has been chosen to assess this project. 
The document does outline that the project will be assessed using a REF and refers to the 
Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016 and the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979. 
However, data has been collected using the Framework for Biodiversity assessment (FBA) and the 
Biobanking Assessment Method (BBAM). The transitional arrangement may not apply as the work 
was started after the 25th of August 2017. The BBAM does not collect the same level of data as 
the Biodiversity Assessment Method (BAM). As such, it is unclear why the BAM was not used. This 
would have been the most appropriate way of collecting data and allowed the calculation of credits 
to be in line with current methods. 

The use of the FBA to collect the data may have resulted in an underestimation in the amount of 
species credits required to offset the development in accordance the TfNSW offsetting policies. 
The BBAM method does not account for impacts to hollow dependent fauna and hollow bearing 
trees which is one of the biggest impacts of this development. BBAM would therefore not calculate 
a species credit requirement for superb parrots or other hollow dependent fauna. This needs to be 
taken into consideration when developing an offset for this project. 

Response 

As an activity under Part 5.1 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act), 
TfNSW is required to consider the likely impacts of the project on the environment to the fullest 
extent reasonably practical (EP&A Act Section 5.5) and specifically to consider whether the project 
is likely to have a significant effect on threatened species or ecological communities (Section 1.7), 
among other things. 

In this case, no significant effects were likely and a Species Impact Statement (SIS) or Biodiversity 
Development Assessment Report (BDAR) was not required. 

The Biodiversity Assessment Report (BAR) for this project adopted the FBA as this was the 
assessment methodology required by TfNSW during the time of preparation. 

Even though not required by NSW legislation, TfNSW routinely uses the FBA as a basis for its 
Biodiversity Assessments under Part 5.1 of the EP&A Act for REF projects. This ensures 
consistency of assessments and improves quality, and where a significant impact on nationally 
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listed species and communities is likely is required under TfNSW’s EPBC Strategic Assessment 
Approval. 

This hadn’t been updated to the Biodiversity Assessment Method (BAM) because the Department 
of Agriculture, Water and Environment (DAWE) had not endorsed the BAM and the BAM couldn’t 
be used where the EPBC Act Strategic Assessment was triggered. 

This requirement is now being updated for future TfNSW projects following DAWE’s March 2020 
decision to amend the EPBC bilateral agreement to endorse the Biodiversity Offset Scheme (BOS) 
including BAM as this endorsement will also automatically flow through to the EPBC Act Strategic 
Assessment Approval.   

2.6.4 Threatened Species - insufficient survey undertaken: Superb Parrot 

Submission number and Issue number 

Submission 7, Issue 3 

Issue description 

One day of survey for Superb Parrot is inadequate in a known breeding area, particularly 
considering the amount of hollow bearing trees to be removed. Further survey is therefore needed 
during the breeding period. Alternatively and preferably, the design is changed to avoid removing 
the hollow bearing trees. 

Response 

Survey effort was carried out in accordance with the NSW Threatened Species guidelines 
(Threatened Biodiversity Survey and Assessment: Guidelines for Developments and Activities - 
November 2004, NSW Department of Planning, Industry and Environment) and Survey guidelines 
for Australia’s threatened birds (DEWHA 2010). 

The Superb Parrot was not recorded during the Preliminary Environmental Investigation (PEI) 
Flora and Fauna Assessment in 2009 but a precautionary approach was adopted and the species 
was assumed to be present. The species was recorded by Umwelt in 2018 to the north of the study 
area. 

Surveys for the BAR (Appendix F of the REF) were based on areas of suitable habitat as described 
in Table 2-5 on page 47 of the BAR.   

Bird surveys were undertaken over a total of six days during two seasons: general bird surveys in 
May/June (28 May – 1st June; 4 days) and then targeted surveys in October over two days 
(section 2.5.2 of report).  

Hall TSR is considered the key potential habitat for the species in the study area and surveys were 
focussed there. No Superb parrots were recorded during the surveys. 

2.6.5 Threatened Species - insufficient survey undertaken: Grassland land reptiles 

Submission number and Issue number 

Submission 7, Issue 4 

Issue description 

Not all areas of potential habitat for grassland land reptiles appear to have been surveyed and no 
explanation is provided. 

Response 
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The Niche fauna team surveyed the entire study area for suitable habitat and then conducted 
targeted and tile surveys in areas deemed suitable habitat. 

A number of granite tors were identified in the PEI Flora and Fauna Assessment in 2009, that 
stated would be suitable habitat for grassland land reptiles. The PEI assessed an area from the 
ACT, north for about 25kms to where it links into dual carriageway again. One out of the seven 
granite tor areas is located within the construction boundary of the BAR for this stage. This is 
pasture south of Church Lane.  

The BAR carried out habitat searches and reptile tile survey in this area along with an additional 
five areas within the study area including chainages 16200, 17300, 18800, 21000 and 23600. 

2.6.6 Threatened Species Surveys – Survey Method for reptiles 

Submission number and Issue number 

Submission 7, Issue 5 

Issue description 

The description of the methods used to survey for reptiles are unclear. There is a reference to 30 
minutes of survey time, however it is not specified whether this time was s pent only looking under 
the tiles or whether it included searching areas outside the tile grids. If the latter, this period is too 
short. Of further concern is that surveys were undertaken in midwinter which would make detection 
very unlikely for reptiles. 

Response 

Reptile survey undertaken for the project included three independent surveys as follows: 

1. Habitat and general reptile searches were undertaken in identified potential habitat on 28 
May – 1 June 2019 and 8-9 October 2019. 

2. Targeted artificial substrate (ie roof tile) survey was undertaken with roof tiles installed in 
identified potential habitat on the dates above and left until October 2019. 

TfNSW has reviewed the survey methodology adopted and considers that the methodology is 
appropriate for the identified target species, on the following basis: 

1. Reptile surveys were undertaken in accordance with EPBC Survey guidelines for 
Australia’s threatened reptiles (DEWHA, 2011). 

2. Targeted artificial substrate surveys are a suitable survey methodology for a number of the 
target reptile species DEWHA (2011), ACT (2017), Lindenmayer et.al (2016) and Turner 
(2019). 

2.6.7 Threatened Species – Identification of Legless Lizards 

Submission number and Issue number 

Submission 7, Issue 6 

Issue description 

Survey results for reptiles indicates several Delma inornata were found under the tiles, this species 
is difficult to identify from the threatened Delma impar. Further clarification regarding who identified 
the reptile species and if photos were taken is required. If uncertainly remains, additional survey 
should be carried out and the identification of the species verified by a specialist. 

Response 
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TfNSW has utilised suitably experienced ecologists for the identification of Delma impar. Ecologists 
that completed the reptile surveys have extensive experience in reptile and amphibian 
identification, and have experience with threatened reptile monitoring in the ACT. 

Both ecologists would seek further clarification from other experts if there was any doubt about 
species identification. 

2.6.8 Threatened Species – Arboreal Mammal Surveys 

Submission number and Issue number 

Submission 7, Issue 7 

Issue description 

Additional surveys for arboreal mammals need to be undertaken as only one small area of habitat 
along the route was surveyed. The additional surveys need to include the large area of the 
endangered box-gum woodland around Hall cemetery. This area will become further fragmented 
by the road development separating it from other habitat located in and around Hall. 

The threatened Squirrel Glider is of particular concern. Stag watching in this area of habitat is 
recommended. 

Response 

The BAR did not include reference to additional spotlighting survey undertaken within the proposed 
construction footprint and within the patch of Box Gum Woodland referred to in this submission. 

Spotlighting surveys within the vicinity of the Hall Travelling Stock Reserve (TSR) were undertaken 
during the week-long fauna surveys between 28th May and 1st June 2018. Access to the TSR was 
not possible at the time, and as such spotlighting of the woodland habitat within the TSR was 
restricted to woodland habitat that could be surveyed from the boundary fence within the road 
reserve (approximately 10-20 metres from the fence line). Spotlighting surveys were conducted for 
the length of the woodland patches on either side of the Barton Highway, on two separate nights. 
These transects included survey of potential habitat within the construction boundary at this 
location. 

This survey was undertaken in accordance with the methodology identified in Table 2-5 of the BAR 
(Appendix F of the REF). TfNSW will undertake further monitoring of identified hollow bearing trees 
impacted by the project prior to the commencement of construction of the proposal.  This 
Environmental Safeguard has been included in Table 5-1 below (Summary of environmental 
management measures and safeguards).  

2.6.9 Threatened Species – Tarengo Leek Orchid 

Submission number and Issue number 

Submission 7, Issue 8 

Issue description 

The surveys for the Tarengo Leek Orchid were not in accordance with the current guidelines for 
surveying for orchids which require transects be undertake normally 5-10 metres apart 

Response 

The assessment outlined within the BAR supplemented the results of detailed targeted surveys 
undertaken by Umwelt in 2018. These targeted surveys engaged a local grassland flora and fauna 
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expert to undertake targeted surveys in potential habitat within the project boundary, with the 
Tarengo Leek Orchid being the primary focus of their assessment.  

To optimise detection of this species, the Hall Cemetery, a known reference site, was surveyed 
approximately weekly from mid-September to mid-October. This was completed to ensure that 
targeted surveys of the nearby road corridor and properties occurred during the orchid’s known 
flowering period. Surveys of the reference site included a meandering transect technique, with up 
to two hours spent searching the Hall Cemetery. 

Targeted searches were carried out for the orchid at five sites within the study area that were 
identified during the PEI to have potential habitat for this species. It should be noted that searches 
were not limited to these areas with general observations of groundcover species carried out 
during all flora surveys. 

Based on consultation and advice with Greg Baines, (ACT Government’s Senior Ecologist 
conducting research into this species at the Hall Cemetery) (as referred to Section 3.4 of the BAR) 
the likelihood of the species occurring was considered to be low.  

Niche also undertook targeted searches (random meanders) through areas of suitable habitat 
during the appropriate season for survey for the species. These surveys are consistent with the 
draft national guidelines 2013 (http://www.environment.gov.au/system/files/resources/e160f3e7-
7142-4485-9211-2d1eb5e1cf31/files/draft-guidelines-threatened-orchids.pdf). A random meander 
survey is the appropriate method to ascertain the presence of the species (p15).  Area searches 
and targeted parallel transects only being required in the vicinity of any plants detected.  In this 
case, no plants were detected and therefore no area or transect surveys were undertaken. 

2.6.10 Threatened Species – Flora Surveys 

Submission number and Issue number 

Submission 7, Issue 9 

Issue description 

Only one of the flora survey periods was suitable for detecting flowering forbs and many of the 
threatened species that may occur in the Box Gum woodland. This survey was held before any 
spring rain, and at the beginning of the season. Further flora survey needs to be carried out areas 
of good quality habitat, including all the derived areas of grassland. 

Response 

Surveys were undertaken in two seasons, including spring to detect the threatened species with 
the potential to occur; and were undertaken according to relevant guidelines. All threatened flora 
species had a low likelihood of occurrence. 

It was not feasible, or considered warranted, to wait until spring rains, considering the extensive 
surveys within the same project boundary areas previously undertaken. 

2.6.11 Threatened Species – Impact Assessment on flora species 

Submission number and Issue number 

Submission 7, Issue 10 

Issue description 

Table 3-5 outlines the likelihood of occurrence for all the threatened flora species and concluded 
that no threatened flora species are likely to occur. However, this is based on several surveys 
conducted outside the flowering season and in a very dry spring period. This table also describes 
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the habitat as being degraded. The PCT 277 descriptions for the areas of Box Gum woodland 
(where most of these species will occur) indicates that some of this PCT 277 meets the 
Commonwealth definition of box gum woodland and is therefore in good to very good condition not 
degraded. 

The assessment following the table also states that many of the species are unlikely to occur, 
however very little justification is provided. We disagree with these assessments. For example, 
Silky Swainson Pea is a threatened species but commonly occurs in box gum woodland however it 
did not flower until after the late rain in the spring of 2018. This species was listed as unlikely to 
occur in the impact area, when in fact it is highly likely. 

Considerations, such as seasonal variation and the precautionary principle should have been 
applied to this assessment. Disregarding all the threatened flora after one spring survey is not 
adequate. 

Response 

Targeted surveys were undertaken according to guidelines and within the required spring survey 
season. It was not feasible, or considered warranted, to wait until spring rains, considering the 
extensive surveys within the same project boundary areas previously undertaken. 

Both the previous Umwelt assessment and the BAR have concluded the likelihood of threatened 
flora species occurring was low. 

With respect to the Silky Swainson Pea, the species has local records with the closest one 
occurring near Hall in the ACT, about one kilometre from the study area; however, this record is 
very old (1821). The most recent nearby record is from 2014, about 6.5 kilometres to the south-
east. 

Potential habitat for this species does exist within the study area and current surveys were 
completed during the known spring flowering period. No individuals were observed during current 
or previous (Umwelt 2018) survey.  As such, the species was considered unlikely to occur in the 
study area. 

2.6.12 Assessment of Significance – Local Population 

Submission number and Issue number 

Submission 7, Issue 11 

Issue description 

The Assessment of Significance (AoS) undertaken has concluded no significant effect on any of 
the threatened species or ecological communities located along the route. However, the AoS 
guidelines and definitions have not been applied correctly for the assessment. The following 
definitions should be used for impacts to threatened species: 

Local population - May be extended to include individuals beyond the study area if it can be clearly 
demonstrated that contiguous or interconnecting parts of the population continue beyond the study 
area, according to the following definitions: 

 The local population of a threatened plant species comprises those individuals occurring in the 
study area or the cluster of individuals that extend into habitat adjoining and contiguous with 
the study area that could reasonably be expected to be crosspollinating with those in the study 
area. 

 The local population of resident fauna species comprises those individuals known or likely to 
occur in the study area, as well as any individuals occurring in adjoining areas (contiguous or 
otherwise) that are known or likely to utilise habitats in the study area. 
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 The local population of migratory or nomadic fauna species comprises those individuals that 
are likely to occur in the study area from time to time or return year to year. 

The AoS refers to the locality not the local population and defines this as being a 10km radius. This 
is not valid as it cannot be assumed that there is contiguous habitat within the 10km radius and in 
fact this is not the case as there are large areas of exotic ground cover and without intact woody 
vegetation. Therefore, this definition of locality cannot be applied to most of the threatened species 
which occur in the impact area. The AOS for all species needs to be redone using the correct 
definitions and data. 

Response 

TfNSW has reviewed the AoS undertaken and considers that they have been undertaken 
appropriately. 

While there is reference to the locality within the AoS, the locality has not been the basis for 
defining the local population.  The local population has been considered in the context of the 
ecology of the species and the likelihood of them occurring in the study area and in adjoining 
areas, contiguous or otherwise.   

2.6.13 Impacts on Box Gum Woodland Endangered Ecological Community (EEC) 

Submission number and Issue number 

Submission 7, Issue 12 

Issue description 

The AoS for Box Gum woodland also has the locality as a 10km radius, whereas the AoS guideline 
refer to the local occurrence which is defined as 

Local occurrence - the ecological community that occurs within the study area. However, the local 
occurrence may include adjacent areas if the ecological community on the study area forms part of 
a larger contiguous area of that ecological community and the movement of individuals and 
exchange of genetic material across the boundary of the study area can be clearly demonstrated. 

Aerial photos show that the local occurrence of Box gum woodland is actually very limited, 
especially around the Hall cemetery. The assumptions regarding the distribution of this EEC and 
local occurrence are over-estimated, and no ground truthing was undertaken to determine the 
actual extent of Box gum woodland. In most cases the areas impacted are not contiguous with 
other areas. 

The AoS for the Box Gum Woodland EEC needs to be undertaken using the correct definitions and 
incorporate the appropriate data. The REF has referred to modelled data to determine the extent of 
Box -Gum woodland. Ground truthing needs to be undertaken to determine if this modelling was 
correct. The Department of Planning, Industry and Environment (DPIE) Biodiversity Conservation 
Division (BCD) has up to date mapping for some of these areas which could have been accessed 
for this proposal. 

Response 

TfNSW has reviewed the AoS undertaken and considers that they have been undertaken 
appropriately. 

While there is reference to the locality within the AoS, the locality has not been the basis for 
defining the local occurrence and assessing the impacts of the proposal.  The local occurrence has 
been considered in the context of the distribution of the EEC within the study area and adjacent 
areas where contiguous with the EEC.  Information regarding the distribution of this EEC has been 
included to provide context. 
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TfNSW notes that the AoS has concluded that the loss of native vegetation associated with the 
project is not considered to place a local occurrence of this EEC at a risk of local extinction.  
TfNSW agrees with this conclusion. 

Further, TfNSW also considers that the extent of native vegetation removal is likely to be 
significantly reduced during the detailed design of the project. TfNSW has included an additional 
environmental safeguard to reduce native vegetation loss associated with the project. 

2.6.14 Proposed Mitigation Measures inadequate 

Submission number and Issue number 

Submission 7, Issue 13 

Issue description 

The REF has some significant limitations regarding the amount of survey undertaken and the 
conclusion drawn for the surveys. Of concern is the impacts to the area of Box Gum woodland, the 
potential mis-identification of the striped legless lizard and the impacts on hollow dependent fauna.  

There is very little discussion regarding the mitigation measure that will be undertaken to alleviate 
the impact of the development. The only mitigation measure mentioned is the use of nest boxes 
which have not proved to be adequate in other significant road developments. 

Response 

Issues relating to the area of impact on Box Gum Woodland, identification of the striped legless 
lizard and impacts on hollow dependent fauna are addressed in Section 2 of this report. 

Consistent with TfNSW Biodiversity Guidelines, Tables 6-30 and 7-1 of the REF include a range of 
biodiversity safeguards and management measures to reduce and manage the impacts of the 
proposal on biodiversity, inclusive of the use of nest boxes for some species.  These safeguards 
and management measures are also repeated in Table 5.1 of this report and constitute TfNSW 
standard approach for all road construction projects. 

TfNSW also disagrees with the conclusion that nest boxes are not proven to be adequate in other 
significant road developments. TfNSW engaged Dr Ross Goldingay in 2019 to complete a review 
of the effectiveness of TfNSW’s nest box installation program across NSW.  This review included 
assessment of over 2123 nest boxes installed on 26 road construction projects throughout NSW 
and recommended that nest boxes be continued to be installed for non-flying mammals during the 
construction phase of projects. 

Based on this review, TfNSW has amended Environment Safeguard B4 so that installed nest 
boxes are designed specifically for non-flying mammals. 

2.7 General Environment Concerns 

2.7.1 Noise and/or fumes 

Submission number and Issue number 

Submission 5, Issue 1 

Submission 6, Issue 4 

Issue description 

Two individual submissions were received from neighbouring property owners who were 
concerned about increased noise and/or fume levels at their properties as a result of the proposal.  
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The fume issue has two facets: those associated with increase in driving distance to access 
properties located in the five kilometre stretch north of the ACT border (which can be alleviated 
greatly by a roundabout at Church Lane) and the increase in the general traffic. 

Noise has been identified as excessive at the Wattle Park Church. Noise levels at my residence 
are excessive at certain times and will only increase due to extra traffic and turn around points at 
Spring Range Road and Church Lane. This will not only impact on my residence as noise travels 
up the valley but also my daily life as I work outside. It will cause sleep disturbance as well as loss 
of amenity. 

The submissions were interested to know about the planning and implementation of noise 
abatement measures for such affected properties. 

Response 

As part of the REF, noise modelling has been conducted at a number of zones along the 
proposal’s study area. Thus far, noise modelling does not predict an increase of operational noise 
at any properties after completion of the proposal. 

However, operational traffic noise would be monitored at a number of sensitive receivers after 
construction is complete. If traffic noise levels are above those predicted during detailed design, 
additional feasible and reasonable mitigation measures would be considered.  

2.7.2 Fire management plan 

Submission number and Issue number 

Submission 6, Issue 7 

Issue description 

Individual submission questioning if there will be a specific fire management plan to reduce fuel 
loads and mitigate fire in the wider road reserve along this section of the Barton Highway. If no, 
why not? There have been recent fires elsewhere along the dual roads. 

Response 

A review of the Yass Valley Council LGA bush fire prone areas map (2014) showed the majority of 
the proposal was not within a bush fire prone area based on vegetation categories mapped.  

There are a limited number of vegetation patches identified as having potential bushfire risk within 
or next to the construction boundary of the proposal. These are located north of Nanima Road.  

The ACT Government ACTmapi database (ACT Government, 2019) identifies the Hall TSR area 
near the NSW/ACT border as being within a bushfire prone area. Overall bushfire and grass fire 
risk for the construction boundary is considered low. 

2.7.3 Lack of communication 

Submission number and Issue number 

Submission 6, Issue 8 

Issue description 

A submission from a general community member expressed concerns about the lack of ongoing 
consultation and especially for people who do not have access to electronic means. The 
submission advised greater provision for traditional means of communication should be provided 
for those who do not have access to electronic communication.  
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Response 

TfNSW took into account the communication needs of those who do not have access to electronic 
communication and planned a series of REF information sessions, including: 

 Barton Highway information sessions at Murrumbateman Field Days on Saturday 19 
October 2019 and Sunday 20 October 2019 

 Barton Highway information session at Murrumbateman Village Markets on Saturday 8 
February 2020 

 Public display of REF between Monday 24 February 2020 and Friday 27 March 2020 at 
Murrumbateman Library, Transport for NSW Yass depot and Yass Valley Council Office 

 REF information session at Yass on Thursday 5 March 2020 

 REF information session at Murrumbateman on Saturday 14 March 2020 

 Letters were sent to 5070 Murrumbateman, Yass and Barton Highway residents, alerting 
the community to the REF and inviting feedback. 

2.7.4 Quality of work 

Submission number and Issue number 

Submission 6, Issue 10 

Issue description 

A submission from a general community member expressed concerns about the quality of works 
for the proposal. The proposal is the main access from NSW and ACT so quality should be the 
focus of the proposal even if fewer kilometres are included in the first stage.   

Response 

Works will be carried out in line with TfNSW specifications and current industry standards. 

2.7.5 Impact of flooding on the proposed development 

Submission number and Issue number 

Submission 7, Issue 14 

Issue description 

From the documentation available the inundation depths and duration of flooding over the new 
road are not ascertainable. It is suggested at key locations, the depths and duration of flooding 
over the road be provided for the full range of floods. 

This will not only assist TfNSW to understand the impact flooding on the development but provide 
insight into the capacity of the new road to provide egress for current and future users including the 
local community and emergency management authorities in times of flood. With 94 current flood 
prone residential properties preliminarily identified in Murrumbateman, 47 with above floor flooding 
during the PMF, the above information would provide a basis as to whether the current design 
standard (including freeboard) is adequate for the region. 

It is noted that TfNSW considers ‘no flood evacuation would be required because the existing 
highway would be impassable’ however, consultation with the SES and other emergency services 
is suggested as the duplication provides an opportunity for strategic emergency management 
planning for the region. 
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Response 

Works will be carried out in line with TfNSW specifications and current industry standards. The 
design ensures that the new carriageway provides at least the same immunity as the highway and 
does not increase afflux. Generally this means that culvert areas under the new carriageway are 
being increased to maintain flows. TfNSW road design for highways is typically a maximum of 1% 
Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP) which is a lower level than the Probable Maximum Food 
(PMF) referred to in planning. 

Consultation with Council and State Emergency Services (SES) is included as a safeguard and 
management measure in the REF. It notes consultation should be sought to explore opportunities 
for potential road closure and traffic management measure to divert traffic from the existing 
highway during flood events. 

2.7.6 Impact of the proposed development on flood behaviour 

Submission number and Issue number 

Submission 7, Issue 15 

Issue description 

It is evident that the upgrade will increase flood affectation to agricultural lands and well as existing 
infrastructure. Whilst AECOM notes this occurs to a lesser extent for frequent floods, it is evident 
for the 100- year ARI design flood event (figure 6-24) and above.  

This is an important consideration with context to the NSW Flood Prone Land Policy and 
Floodplain Development Manual and liabilities associated with adverse impacts. Where adverse 
impacts are identified, measures to offset these impacts should be explored further as part of the 
project. 

Response 

Further assessment of the flood impacts associated with the proposal will occur during the detailed 
design phase of the project. Since the display of the REF, TfNSW has adopted a design criteria to 
avoid increases to flood levels on adjacent properties, including existing infrastructure, as a result 
of the works for a 1% AEP (100 year Average Recurrence Interval (ARI)) flood event. 

2.7.7 Potential future flood impacts 

Submission number and Issue number 

Submission 7, Issue 16 

Issue description 

The 200 year and 500-year ARI design flood events provide a proxy indication of a 10% and 30% 
respective increase in rainfall intensity and thus the potential future impacts of and on the road. 

There is limited discussion on climate change on the design standard of the road. Further 
sensitivity and discussion around the hydrology/ modelling assumptions utilised is not discussed. 

As Yass Valley Council is currently undertaking a flood study for Murrumbateman and has 
completed floodplain risk management studies and plans for both Sutton and Gundaroo, we 
recommend consistency with the industry practices undertaken as part of these studies consistent 
with the NSW Floodplain Development Manual and ARR. 

Response 
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As part of the Office for Environment and Heritage (OEH) (now DPIE) ISEPP Consultation Letter 
Response in November 2018, OEH requested that maps for hydrologic impact of the highway 
during 200 yr and 500 yr events be modelled as proxies for assessing sensitivity to an increased 
rainfall intensity of flood producing rainfall events due to climate change. 

TfNSW undertook the 200 yr and 500 yr event modelling to comply with OEH requirements and for 
better certainty when it was determined that the 100 yr + 10% would produce smaller flows than 
the 200 and 500 yr flows in comparison at Gooromon Ponds.  

Further sensitivity of flood behaviour to potential future climate change should be considered as 
part of detailed design development and be included as a safeguard and management measure for 
the detailed design/pre-construction phase. 

2.7.8 Flood Immunity terminology 

Submission number and Issue number 

Submission 7, Issue 17 

Issue description 

The reporting terminology such as ‘flood immunity’ without consideration of uncertainty creates 
false design expectations. Best practice in engineering and floodplain risk management practice 
incorporates a freeboard to account for uncertainties when discussing flood standards. 

Without the adoption or inclusion of a freeboard to determine the design level of the carriageways, 
the potential design standard of the road may be reduced from the anticipated 1% AEP to a 2% 
AEP or lesser flood event. 

As a result, the reporting should incorporate freeboard provisions when referring to a flood design 
standard to not create any false expectations of road performance or design levels of “flood 
immunity” during times of flood. 

Response 

Flood modelling was undertaken to confirm flood immunity to the new carriageway with a focus on 
minimising flood impacts for the same event both upstream and downstream of the widened 
highway corridor and targeting the afflux criteria to be adopted for the project (no increases to flood 
levels on adjacent properties as a result of the works for a 1% AEP (100 year Average Recurrence 
Interval (ARI)) flood event). The model was mainly used as an engineering design component.  

It is noted that the highway was designed to be above 1% AEP flood level and this was considered 
in the model. Further flood modelling will be undertaken in the detailed phase of the project 
consistent with standard TfNSW design requirements. 

2.7.9 Flood Immunity terminology 

Submission number and Issue number 

Submission 7, Issue 18 

Issue description 

As the functioning of the proposed road during flood events will become increasingly relied upon by 
emergency management authorities for evacuation, rescue, fire and medical emergency, it is 
prudent that any opportunity to increase the road height and thus improve flood immunity should 
be pursued. 
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We recommend that TfNSW meet with key flood planning and emergency response authorities 
(e.g. Council, SES, Police, Ambulance, Fire etc) regarding the planning of road requirements for 
regional communities in times of extreme flood. This will facilitate the development of appropriate 
flood access strategies for existing and future communities in the Yass region. 

Response 

Raising the height of the existing road to provide increased flood immunity is not currently part of 
the scope of the project.  The existing road is already performing at or about the 1% AEP level and 
increasing the flood immunity would increase the cost of the project substantially. 

Further discussions will be held with Council and Emergency Services during the detailed design 
phase to give a better understanding of the design outcomes and any flood access strategies that 
should be considered in the design and construction of the project. 
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3 Changes to the proposal 

3.1 Correction of REF information 

3.1.1 REF display dates 

Change 1 

Section 5.6 of the REF, page 78, states “This REF will be on public display until 24 January 2020 
for feedback”. 

Proposed change is “This REF will be on public display until Friday 27 March 2020 for feedback”. 

Change 2 

Executive summary section of REF, page six states, “The REF documents would be on display for 
comment over a five-week period from 20 February 2020 to 27 March 2020 through the following 
means”. 

Proposed change is “The REF documents would be on display for comment over a five-week 
period from 24 February 2020 to 27 March 2020 through the following means”. 

3.1.2 ACT approval statement 

Page 68 of the REF states “a separate environmental assessment for the ACT section of the 
proposal has been carried out concurrently with this REF in accordance with the applicable 
Commonwealth and ACT legislative requirements.” 

Proposed change is “a separate environmental assessment for the ACT section of the proposal 
will be carried out in line with the applicable Commonwealth and ACT legislative requirements.” 

3.2 Property acquisition 

3.2.1 Discrepancies between construction boundary and property acquisition 
boundary 

There were nine small areas where the property acquisition boundary was located outside the 
assessed REF construction boundary. As a result, these small areas have not been assessed as 
part of the construction impact area in the REF. This totals about 1.6ha in additional potential 
impact. These areas are detailed in Table 3-1. 

Table 3-1: Property acquisition and REF construction boundary comparisons 

Area No. Chainage Location Description Impact Area 

Area 1 Ch16450 Western side of Hall TSR 2019.74m² 

Area 2 Ch16500 Property entrance on eastern side of Highway 369.95m² 

Area 3 Ch 17400 Church Lane 2569.22m² 

Area 4 Ch 18400 Spring Range Road 2919.69m² 
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Area 5 Ch 19990 Rest Area South of Nanima Road 565.28m² 

Area 6 Ch 20700 Rolfe and Nanima Roads 5024.29m² 

Area 7 Ch 22200 South of Briarwood Lane 1412.3m² 

Area 8 Ch 23500 Anchow Hill Road 1095.32m² 

Area 9 Ch 23700 North of Anchow Hill Road on eastern side of 
highway 

52.88m² 

Total Area = 1.59ha 

All nine areas have been mapped and are in Appendix A. AECOM have assessed the ecological 
impacts for all property acquisition areas other than the strip of land on Church Lane (map 3 of 
Appendix A) which is some distance from the impact area. There will be no issue from an 
ecological impact perspective with the property acquisition boundary and impact area difference. 

An Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) was carried out and prepared for 
areas within the impact area (assessed REF construction boundary). For those areas outside the 
impact area and within the property acquisition boundary (total of 1.6ha)(see Appendix A), a 
safeguard has been added to Table 5-1 to ensure these areas are assessed prior to 
construction. This safeguard is - Any potential activities that may need to occur in Areas 1-9 will 
require further environmental assessment. 

3.2.2 Changes to Section 3.6 property acquisition  

Section 3.6 of the REF and Table 3-11 require some typographical corrections. 

Section 3.6 states, “The proposal would require partial acquisition of land from 33 public and 
privately held properties and full acquisition of one private property (ie Dellwood homestead). 
Properties impacted by acquisition are shown in Figure 3-10 and listed in Table 3-11 and of the 32 
partial acquisitions, 28 are private properties, four are for social infrastructure (Uniting Church 
Australia) and four are Crown land used as TSRs.” 

Proposed change is “The proposal would require partial acquisition of land from 29 public and 
privately held properties and full acquisition of one private property (ie Dellwood homestead). 
Properties impacted by acquisition are shown in Figure 3-10 and listed in Table 3-11. Of the 29 
partial acquisitions, 24 are private properties, one is for social infrastructure (Uniting Church 
Australia) and four are Crown land used as TSRs.” 

Revised table 3-11 is below: 

Table 3-11 Proposed property acquisition 

Area 
ID 

Lot DP Total area 
(Hectare) 

Acquisition 
type 

Current 
owner 

LEP land use 
zone 

01 1 985079 0.2604 Partial Private Primary 
production zone 

02 3 846623 0.30 Partial Private Primary 
production zone 

03 2 846623 0.76 Partial Private Primary 
production zone 
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04 5,6, 238 754880 2.55 Partial Private Primary 
production zone 

05 230-231 754880 0.14 Partial Public Primary 
production zone 

06 2 595807 2.84 Partial Private Primary 
production zone 

07 123 1189195 0.31 Partial or 
whole 

Private Primary 
production zone 

08 128 754880 0.17 Partial Crown Primary 
production zone 

09 4 1194538 0.16 Partial Public Primary 
production zone 

10 7001 96224 0.43 Partial Crown Primary 
production zone 

11 129 754880 1.24 Partial Crown Primary 
production zone 

12 2 559993 1.62 Partial Private Primary 
production zone 

13 4 1042254 0.08 Partial Private Primary 
production zone 

14 2 621846 0.70 Partial Private Primary 
production zone 

15 1 621846 0.70 Partial Private Primary 
production zone 

16 6 702319 1.9 Partial Private Primary 
production zone 

17 2,5 702319 11.5 Partial Private Primary 
production zone 

18 100 864182 2.14 Partial Private Primary 
production zone 

19 8 702319 3.84 Partial Private Primary 
production zone 

20 7 702319 5.40 Partial or 
whole 

Private Primary 
production zone 

21 1 555341 4.93 Partial Private Primary 
production zone 
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22 1 554163 1.9 Partial Private Primary 
production zone 

23 127 754880 8.1 Partial Private Primary 
production zone 

24 5-6 1141235 9.6 Partial Private Primary 
production zone 

25 4 817135 5.2 Partial Private Primary 
production zone 

26 3 537708 4.1 Partial Private Primary 
production zone 

27 2 807398 0.05 Partial Private Primary 
production zone 

28 1 807398 0.36 Partial Private Primary 
production zone 

29 1 846623 1.39 Whole Private Primary 
production zone 

30 7301 1154316 0.64 Partial Public Primary 
production zone 

Total 
area 

73.3104 

3.3 Design changes 

3.3.1 Kaveneys Road intersection 

A submission received from Boral Property Group suggested a design change at Kaveneys Road 
intersection to allow right turn movements into Kaveneys Road. The submission was analysed and 
further discussions were held. TfNSW can now confirm a right turn into Kaveneys Road will be 
included in the proposal. 

This design change will be further refined during the detailed design period. Consultation with Boral 
Property Group will be carried out during this process. 
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4 Environmental assessment 

4.1 Biodiversity and Aboriginal Heritage 

4.1.1 Biodiversity 

Changes to the assessed construction boundary to align with the property acquisition boundary 
would result in an additional 1.6ha of impact on vegetation. The majority of these areas are located 
along existing intersections that are mainly degraded and dominated by non-native species. 

Areas 1,2, 8 and 9 comprise of Box Gum woodland EEC. A total of 0.35ha of Box Gum woodland 
would be potentially impacted on by the proposal. TfNSW considers that the extent of native 
vegetation removal is likely to be significantly reduced during the detailed design of the project. 
Furthermore TfNSW has included an additional environmental safeguard to reduce native 
vegetation loss associated with the project. 

Table 4-1: Additional vegetation to be impacted 

Area No. Vegetation Type Impact Area 

Area 1 Box Gum Woodland (EPBC CEEC / NSW EEC) 2019.74m² 

Area 2 Box Gum Woodland (EPBC CEEC / NSW EEC) 369.95m² 

Area 3 Non-native 2569.22m² 

Area 4 Non-native 2919.69m² 

Area 5 Non-native 565.28m² 

Area 6 Non-native 5024.29m² 

Area 7 Non-native 1412.3m² 

Area 8 Box Gum Woodland (Derived native grassland ACT EEC) 1095.32m² 

Area 9 Box Gum Woodland (NSW EEC) 52.88m² 

4.1.2 Aboriginal Heritage 

AECOM carried out further mapping to determine potential impacts on Aboriginal Heritage within 
the nine areas identified outside the assessed construction boundary. it would seem like all areas 
where the impact area is inside the property acquisition boundary are not in close vicinity to any 
identified archaeological/cultural sites. Based on this observation, there are likely to be no impacts 
to identified archaeological/cultural sites. 

For those areas outside the impact area and within the property acquisition boundary (total of 
1.6ha), a safeguard has been added to Table 5-1 to ensure these areas are assessed prior to 
construction. “Any potential activities that may need to occur outside the assessed construction 
boundary will require an additional environmental assessment. 
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4.1.3 Revised safeguards and management measures 

To respond to the additional assessment discussed above, the following changes to mitigation measures are proposed as outlined in Table 4-2. 

Table 4-2: Additional and/or revised safeguards and management measures 

REF 
reference 

Impact Environmental safeguard Responsibility Timing Reference 

New Arboreal Mammals TfNSW will undertake further monitoring of 
identified hollow bearing trees impacted by 
the project prior to the commencement of 
construction of the proposal.  

TfNSW Pre-Construction Additional 
safeguard 

New Box Gum Woodland EEC During detailed design, further investigations 
will be carried out in areas of Box Gum 
woodland EEC to determine if further impacts 
on this community can be reduced. 

TfNSW Detailed design Additional 
safeguard 

New Box Gum woodland in Area 1 
(Halls TSR) 

Carry out further design and mapping to 
determine if the property acquisition 
boundary can come in and align with the 
already assessed construction boundary. 
This would save further impact on this TSR 
(approx. 0.2ha) 

TfNSW Detailed design Additional 
safeguard 

Revised 

B4 

Removal of threatened species 
habitat and habitat features 

Habitat will be replaced or re-instated in 
accordance with Guide 5: Re-use of woody 
debris and bushrock and Guide 8: Nest 
boxes of the Biodiversity Guidelines: 
Protecting and managing biodiversity on RTA 
projects (RTA 2011) 

Nest boxes will be installed to replace lost 
hollows. These shall include boxes suitable 
for the Superb Parrot, Brown Treecreeper 
and Eastern False Pipistrelle that are 
specifically design for non-flying 
mammals. 

Contractor Construction Revised 
safeguard  
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Hollows from hollow-bearing trees that are 
removed will be salvaged and re-
used/installed 

Trees will be planted, shall include species 
with potential to develop nest hollows and 
provide foraging and shelter habitat including 

New Impacts to Aboriginal Heritage Any potential activities that may need to 
occur in Areas 1-9 will require a due diligence 
assessment. These areas can then form part 
of the proposed AHIP boundary 

TfNSW Detailed design / 
pre-construction 

Additional 
safeguard 

New Flood impact on traffic Further sensitivity of flood behaviour to 
potential future climate change should be 
considered as part of detailed design 
development and be included as a safeguard 
and management measure for the detailed 
design/pre-construction phase. 

TfNSW Detailed 
design/pre-
construction 

Additional 
safeguard 
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5 Environmental management 

The Barton Highway Upgrade: Duplication of the Barton Highway from the ACT border towards 
Murrumbateman REF identified the framework for environmental management, including 
safeguards and management measures that would be adopted to avoid or reduce environmental 
impacts (section 7 of the REF). 

After consideration of the issues raised in the public submissions and changes to the proposal, the 
safeguard and management measures have been revised. Four additional safeguards to reduce 
potential impacts on Biodiversity, Aboriginal heritage and potential flooding impacts have been 
added as additional mitigation measures. Safeguard B4 from the Table 7-1 of the REF has also 
been revised to cater for non-flying mammals with regards to nest boxes. 

Should the proposal proceed, environmental management will be guided by the framework and 
measures outlined below. 

5.1 Environmental management plans (or system) 

A number of safeguards and management measures have been identified in order to minimise 
adverse environmental impacts, including social impacts, which could potentially arise as a result 
of the proposal. Should the proposal proceed, these management measures would be 
incorporated into the detailed design and applied during the construction and operation of the 
proposal. 

A Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) will be prepared to describe safeguards 
and management measures identified. The CEMP will provide a framework for establishing how 
these measures will be implemented and who would be responsible for their implementation. 

The CEMP will be prepared prior to construction of the proposal and must be reviewed and 
certified by TfNSW environment staff, SaWPO region, prior to the start of any on-site works. The 
CEMP will be a working document, subject to ongoing change and updated as necessary to 
respond to specific requirements. The CEMP would be developed in accordance with the 
specifications set out in the: 

 QA Specification G36 – Environmental Protection (Management System) 

 QA Specification G38 – Soil and Water Management (Soil and Water Plan) 

 QA Specification G40 – Clearing and Grubbing 

 QA Specification G10 – Traffic Management. 

5.2 Summary of safeguards and management measures 

The Barton Highway Upgrade: Duplication of the Barton Highway from the ACT border towards 
Murrumbateman REF identified a range of environmental outcomes and management measures 
that would be required to avoid or reduce the environmental impacts. 

After consideration of the issues raised in the public submissions, the environmental management 
measures for the proposal (refer to Chapter 7 of the REF) have been revised. Should the proposal 
proceed, the environmental management measures in Table 5-1 will guide the subsequent phases 
of the proposal. Additional and/or modified environmental safeguards and management measures 
to those presented in the REF are in bold have been underlined. While deleted measures, or parts 
of measures, have been struck out. 
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Table 5-1: Summary of environmental safeguards and management measures 

No. Impact Environmental safeguards and management measures Responsibility Timing Reference 

GEN1 General - 
minimise 
environmental 
impact during 
construction 

A CEMP will be prepared and submitted for review and endorsement of 
the Roads and Maritime Environment Manager before commencement 
of the activity. As a minimum, the CEMP will address the following: 

 Any requirements associated with statutory approvals 

 Details of how the project will implement the identified safeguards 
outlined in the REF 

 Issue-specific environmental management plans 

 Roles and responsibilities 

 Communication requirements 

 Induction and training requirements 

 Procedures for monitoring and evaluating environmental 
performance, and for corrective action 

 Reporting requirements and record-keeping 

 Procedures for emergency and incident management 

 Procedures for audit and review 

The endorsed CEMP will be implemented during the undertaking of the 
activity 

Contractor / 
TfNSW project 
manager 

Pre-construction/ 
detailed design 

Standard 
safeguard  

GEN2 General - 
notification 

All businesses, residential properties and other key stakeholders (eg 
schools, local councils) affected by the activity will be notified at least 
five days before commencement of the activity 

Contractor / 
TfNSW project 
manager 

Pre-construction Standard 
safeguard  

GEN3 General – 
environmental 

All personnel working on site will receive training to ensure awareness 
of environment protection requirements to be implemented during the 
proposal. This will include up-front site induction and regular "toolbox" 

Contractor / 
TfNSW project 

Pre-construction 
/ detailed design 

Standard 
safeguard  
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No. Impact Environmental safeguards and management measures Responsibility Timing Reference 

awareness style briefings 

Site-specific training will be provided to personnel engaged in activities 
or areas of higher risk. These include: 

 Areas of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal heritage sensitivity 

 Threatened species habitat 

 Adjoining residential areas requiring particular noise management 
measures 

manager 

GEN4 General – 
environmental 
awareness 

The Roads and Maritime Project Manager will notify the Roads and 
Maritime Environment Manager at least five days before the 
commencement of the activity. 

The notification will include a copy of any local community notification 
carried out (GEN2) 

TfNSW project 
manager 

Pre-construction Additional 
safeguard  

Traffic and access 

T1 Traffic and 
transport 

A TMP will be prepared and implemented as part of the CEMP. The 
TMP will be prepared in accordance with the Roads and Maritime 
Traffic Control at Work Sites Manual (Roads and Maritime, 2018e) and 
QA Specification G10 Control of Traffic (Roads and Maritime, 2008). 

The TMP will include: 

 Confirmation of haulage routes 

 Measures to maintain access to local roads and properties 

 Site specific traffic control measures (including signage) to manage 
and regulate traffic movement 

 Measures to maintain pedestrian and cyclist access 

Contractor Detailed design/ 
Pre-construction 

Section 4.8 
of QA G36 
Environment 
Protection 
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No. Impact Environmental safeguards and management measures Responsibility Timing Reference 

 Measures to maintain safe access to bus stops 

 Requirements and methods to consult and inform the local 
community of impact on the local road network in line with Roads 
and Maritime ‘Community Engagement and Communication 
Manual’ (Roads and Maritime 2012) 

 Access to construction sites including entry and exit locations and 
measures to prevent construction vehicles queuing on public roads 

 A response plan for any construction traffic incident 

 Consideration of other developments that may be under 
construction to minimise traffic conflict and congestion that may 
occur due to the cumulative increase in construction vehicle traffic 

 Monitoring, review and amendment mechanisms 

T2 Construction 
traffic impact 

A detailed construction staging plan will be developed to maintain 
existing peak flow capacity 

Contractor Pre-construction Additional 
safeguard  

T3 Traffic and 
transport 

Where possible, the most disruptive work (such as work that requires 
lane closures) will be carried out at night to minimise potential impact on 
the regional road network. This, combined with temporary effective 
traffic management, will assist in minimising impact to traffic and 
transport using the Barton Highway 

Contractor Construction Additional 
safeguard  

T4 Impact to 
emergency 
services 

Access for emergency vehicles will be maintained at all times during 
construction. Any site-specific requirements will be determined in 
consultation with the relevant emergency services agency and 
documented in the TMP 

Contractor Pre-construction 
and construction 

Additional 
safeguard  

T5 Safe access to 
bus services 

Access for public transport services, including school bus services, will 
be maintained. The requirements for any temporary changes will be 
confirmed following consultation with local bus operators and the 

TfNSW / 
Contractor 

Pre-construction 
and construction 

Additional 
safeguard  
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No. Impact Environmental safeguards and management measures Responsibility Timing Reference 

community 

T6 Property 
access - pre-
construction 

Requirements for any changes to local access arrangements will be 
confirmed during detailed design in consultation with the local road 
authority and any affected landowners 

TfNSW / 
Contractor 

Pre-construction 
and detailed 
design 

Additional 
safeguard  

Noise and vibration 

N1 Noise and 
vibration 

A CNVMP will be prepared and implemented as part of the CEMP. The 
CNVMP will generally follow the approach in the Interim Construction 
Noise Guideline (ICNG) (DECC, 2009) and identify: 

 All potential significant noise and vibration generating activities 
associated with the activity 

 Feasible and reasonable mitigation measures to be implemented, 
taking into account Beyond the Pavement: urban design policy, 
process and principles (Roads and Maritime, 2014b) 

 A monitoring program to assess performance against relevant noise 
and vibration criteria 

 Arrangements for consultation with affected neighbours and 
sensitive receivers, including notification and complaint handling 
procedures 

 Contingency measures to be implemented in the event of non-
compliance with noise and vibration criteria 

Contactor Detailed design/ 
pre-construction 

Standard 
safeguard  

N2 Noise and 
vibration 

All sensitive receivers (eg church, local residents) likely to be affected 
will be notified at least five days before commencement of any work 
associated with the activity that may have an adverse noise or vibration 
impact. The notification will provide details of: 

Contactor Detailed design/ 
pre-construction 

Standard 
safeguard  
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No. Impact Environmental safeguards and management measures Responsibility Timing Reference 

 The proposal 

 The construction period and construction hours 

 Contact information for project management staff 

 Complaint and incident reporting 

 How to obtain further information 

Receivers who are expected to experience an exceedance of the 
construction NMLs should be consulted about the proposal before the 
commencement of the particular activity, with highest consideration 
given to those that are predicted to be most affected as a result of the 
work. Additional information to be provided to the receivers expected to 
experience an exceedance include: 

 Programmed times and locations of construction work 

 Construction noise and vibration impact predictions 

 Construction noise and vibration mitigation measures being 
implemented on site 

Community consultation regarding construction noise and vibration will 
be detailed in the CP for the construction of the proposal and will 
include a 24 hour hotline and complaints management process 

N3 Construction 
Noise and 
vibration 

Work to be carried out during normal work hours (ie 7am to 6pm 
Monday to Friday; 8am to 1pm Saturdays). Any work that is performed 
outside normal work hours or on Sundays or public holidays must have 
measures in place to minimise noise impact. Approvals will be obtained 
from the Yass Valley Council for work outside normal working hours 
and the local community would be notified as specified in the CP 

Contractor Construction Standard 
safeguard  

N4 Construction 
Noise  

Where possible, work outside of standard construction hours will be 
planned so that noisier work are carried out in the earlier part of the 

Contractor Pre-construction/ 
construction 

Standard 
safeguard  
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No. Impact Environmental safeguards and management measures Responsibility Timing Reference 

evening or night time 

N5 Noise and 
vibration 

Where there are complaints about noise from an identified work activity, 
the work activity will be reviewed, and where feasible and reasonable, 
action additional control measures. This may include monitoring to 
confirm that predicted impact are in line with levels predicted in this 
assessment 

Contractor Construction Standard 
safeguard  

N6 Site induction All personnel working on site will receive training to ensure awareness 
of requirements of the CNVMP. Site-specific training will be given to 
personnel when working in the vicinity of sensitive receivers (eg Wattle 
Park Uniting Church) 

Contractor Pre-construction/ 
construction 

Standard 
safeguard  

N7 Construction 
traffic noise 

The following measures will be implemented to reduce and manage 
noise and vibration impact related to traffic: 

 Heavy vehicle drivers will be advised of designated vehicle routes, 
parking locations, acceptable delivery hours or other relevant 
practices (ie minimising the use of engine brakes, and no extended 
periods of engine idling). Vehicle routes should be reviewed and 
final selections should consider noise impact on noise sensitive 
receivers 

 Site access and egress points will be located away from residences 
and other sensitive land uses, where feasible and reasonable 

 Deliveries and spoil removal will be planned to avoid queuing of 
heavy vehicles on or around the temporary compound areas 

 Where feasible and reasonable, non-tonal reversing alarms will be 
used, taking into account the requirements of the Workplace Health 
and Safety legislation  

Contractor Pre-construction/ 
construction 

Additional 
safeguard  

N8 Construction 
vibration 

Measures, including allowing adequate distance that rollers and other 
vibration producing equipment can come to nearby buildings and/or 

Contractor Construction Standard 
safeguard  
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No. Impact Environmental safeguards and management measures Responsibility Timing Reference 

using non vibration producing equipment and equipment maintenance 
will be implemented to minimise or prevent vibration impact 

N9 Construction 
vibration 

Wherever feasible and reasonable, vibration intensive work should be 
limited to the least sensitive times of the day 

Contractor Pre-construction/ 
construction 

Additional 
safeguard  

N10 Construction 
vibration 

If the use of vibration intensive plant cannot be avoided within the 
minimum working distance for cosmetic damage the following 
procedure will occur as a minimum: 

 Notification of the work to the affected residents and community 

 Work will not proceed until attended vibration measurements are 
carried out 

If ongoing work is required, a temporary relocatable vibration monitoring 
system will be installed, to warn operators (via flashing light, audible 
alarm, short message service etc) when vibration levels are 
approaching the cosmetic damage objective 

Contractor Pre-construction/ 
construction 

Additional 
safeguard  

N11 Construction 
vibration 

Building condition inspection reports must be completed in accordance 
with QA Specification G36 for all heritage structures in the construction 
boundary (eg Wattle Park Uniting Church) and any other nearby 
structures or buildings at risk from vibration impact 

A follow up building condition inspection of all heritage structures in the 
work area will be carried out when all the construction work is complete 

Contractor Pre-construction 
and during 
construction as 
required 

Additional 
safeguard  

N12 Construction 
blasting 

A series of initial test blasts at reduced scale will be carried out before 
the commencement of full scale blasting. Airblast overpressure and 
vibration will be measured from test blasts to establish appropriate 
propagation characteristics for the size and increase the accuracy of 
blasting predictions.  This information will be used to define maximum 
allowable blast sizes 

Contractor Construction -
before any 
blasting 

Additional 
safeguard 
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No. Impact Environmental safeguards and management measures Responsibility Timing Reference 

N13 Operational 
noise 

Appropriate noise mitigation to minimise noise impact on the Wattle 
Park Uniting Church and associated Sunday School building will be 
determined during detailed design when more detailed information is 
available. Noise mitigation will be determined in consultation with Roads 
and Maritime, a qualified heritage specialist, a qualified landscape 
specialist, Yass Valley Council and the church organisation to identify 
the most suitable mitigation option 

Contractor Detailed 
design/Pre-
construction 

Additional 
safeguard  

Biodiversity  

B1 Biodiversity A Flora and Fauna Management Plan will be prepared in accordance 
with Roads and Maritime's Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and 
Managing Biodiversity on RTA Projects (RTA, 2011) and implemented 
as part of the CEMP. It will include, but not be limited to: 

 Plans showing areas to be cleared and areas to be protected, 
including exclusion zones, protected habitat features and 
revegetation areas 

 Requirements set out in the Landscape Guideline (RTA, 2008) 

 Pre-clearing survey requirements 

 Procedures for unexpected threatened species finds and fauna 
handling 

 Procedures addressing relevant matters specified in the Policy and 
guidelines for fish habitat conservation and management (DPI 
Fisheries, 2013) 

 Protocols to manage weeds and pathogens 

Contractor Detailed design / 
pre-construction 

Section 4.8 
of QA G36 
Environment 
Protection 

B2 Biodiversity Measures to further avoid and minimise the construction footprint and 
native vegetation or habitat removal, especially within the Hall TSR, will 
be investigated during detailed design and implemented where 

Contractor Detailed design / 
pre-construction 

Standard 
safeguard  
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No. Impact Environmental safeguards and management measures Responsibility Timing Reference 

practicable and feasible 

B3 Removal of 
vegetation 

Exclusion zones will be set up at the limit of clearing (ie the edge of the 
impact area) in accordance with Guide 2: Exclusion zones of the 
Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and managing biodiversity on RTA 
projects (RTA 2011) 

Native vegetation will be re-established in accordance with Guide 3: Re-
establishment of native vegetation of the Biodiversity Guidelines: 
Protecting and managing biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA 2011) 

Vegetation and habitat removal will be carried out in accordance with 
Guide 4: Clearing of vegetation and removal of bushrock of the 
Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and managing biodiversity on RTA 
projects (RTA 2011) 

Contractor Construction Additional 
safeguard 

B4 Removal of 
threatened 
species habitat 
and habitat 
features 

Habitat will be replaced or re-instated in accordance with Guide 5: Re-
use of woody debris and bushrock and Guide 8: Nest boxes of the 
Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and managing biodiversity on RTA 
projects (RTA 2011) 

Nest boxes will be installed to replace lost hollows. These shall include 
boxes suitable for the Superb Parrot, Brown Treecreeper and Eastern 
False Pipistrelle that are specifically designed for non-flying 
mammals 

Hollows from hollow-bearing trees that are removed will be salvaged 
and re-used/installed 

Trees will be planted, shall include species with potential to develop 
nest hollows and provide foraging and shelter habitat including 
preferred nest trees for the Superb Parrot (Yellow Box, Blakely’s Red 

Contractor Construction Additional 
safeguard 
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No. Impact Environmental safeguards and management measures Responsibility Timing Reference 

Gum) 

The unexpected species find procedure is to be followed under 
Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and managing biodiversity on RTA 
projects (RTA 2011) if threatened fauna, not assessed in the 
biodiversity assessment, are identified in the proposal site 

B5 Tarengo leek 
orchid 
(Prasophyllum 
petilum) 

All personnel working on site will receive training to ensure awareness 
of the potential for Tarengo Leek Orchid (Prasophyllum petilum) within 
the construction boundary. Training will include photographs of the 
orchid and protocols if its identified during work 

Contractor Pre-construction/ 
construction 

Additional 
safeguard 

B6 Golden Sun 
Moth 
(Synemon 
plana) 

About 0.43 hectares of known Golden Sun Moth (Synemon plana) 
habitat at Site 4 will be retained and protected within a fenced exclusion 
zone with a 20 m buffer area. All personnel working on site will receive 
training to ensure awareness regarding this no go zone. This habitat will 
be monitored and these requirements specified in the Flora and Fauna 
Management Plan and CEMP 

TfNSW / 
Contractor 

Detailed design/ 
Pre-construction/ 
construction 

Additional 
safeguard 

B7 Aquatic habitat All new drainage structures will be designed in accordance with the 
requirements specified in Why do Fish Need to Cross the Road? Fish 
Passage Requirements for Waterway Crossings (Fairfull and 
Witheridge, 2003) 

Aquatic habitat will be protected in accordance with Guide 10: Aquatic 
habitats and riparian zones of the Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting 
and managing biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA 2011) and Section 
3.3.2 Standard precautions and mitigation measures of the Policy and 
guidelines for fish habitat conservation and management Update 2013 
(DPI (Fisheries NSW) 2013) 

Contractor Detailed design/ 

construction 

Additional 
safeguard 

B8 Aquatic habitat Specific measures to mitigate impact of the minor realignment work at 
Gooromon Ponds and Little Bedulluck Creek next to the highway will 

Contractor Construction Additional 
safeguard 
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No. Impact Environmental safeguards and management measures Responsibility Timing Reference 

include: 

 Burying required culverts slightly, so they are slightly below the 
level of the creek bed, allowing for pooling in the culvert and 
minimising the potential for erosion within the receiving creek bed 
from the relatively high velocity water passing through the culvert 

 Installing some baffling/rock protection within the bed/walls of the 
culvert to reduce flow velocity/provide fauna habitat 

 Use of open, vegetated, drainage swales to provide more natural 
drainage channels (providing habitat and sunlight) 

B9 Injury and 
mortality of 
fauna 

Fauna will be managed in accordance with Guide 9: Fauna handling of 
the Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and managing biodiversity on 
RTA projects (RTA 2011) 

Clearing will be Implemented in a two stage clearing process to allow 
fauna to disperse from habitat voluntarily and inspection of hollows by 
experienced ecologist/fauna spotter/catcher before and after clearing of 
hollow bearing trees/stags to safely remove and relocate any injured 
/displaced fauna 

Contractor Construction Additional 
safeguard 

B10 Invasion and 
spread of 
weeds 

Weed species will be managed in accordance with Guide 6: Weed 
management of the Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and managing 
biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA 2011)  

Contractor Construction Additional 
safeguard 

B11 Invasion and 
spread of pests 

Pest species will be managed within the proposal site Contractor Construction Additional 
safeguard 

B12 Invasion and 
spread of 
pathogens and 
disease  

Pathogens will be managed in accordance with Guide 2: Exclusion 
zones of the Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and managing 
biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA 2011)  

Contractor Detailed 
design/pre-
construction 

Additional 
safeguard 
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No. Impact Environmental safeguards and management measures Responsibility Timing Reference 

B13 Lighting Shading and artificial light impact to biodiversity will be minimised 
through detailed design. Lighting will be designed in accordance with 
AS 4282-1997 Control of the obtrusive effects of outdoor lighting 

Contractor Detailed 
design/pre-
construction 

Additional 
safeguard 

B14 Arboreal 
Mammals 

TfNSW will undertake further monitoring of identified hollow 
bearing trees impacted by the project prior to the commencement 
of construction of the proposal.   

TfNSW Pre-
Construction 

Additional 
safeguard 

B15 Box Gum 
Woodland 
EEC 

During detailed design, further investigations will be carried out in 
areas of Box Gum woodland EEC to determine if further impacts 
on this community can be reduced.  

TfNSW Detailed design Additional 
safeguard 

B16 Box Gum 
woodland in 
Area 1 (Halls 
TSR) 

Carry out further design and mapping to determine if the property 
acquisition boundary can come in and align with the already 
assessed construction boundary. This would save further impact 
on this TSR (approx. 0.2ha) 

TfNSW Detailed design Additional 
safeguard 

Aboriginal heritage 

AH1 Aboriginal 
heritage 

An AHMP will be prepared in accordance with the Procedure for 
Aboriginal cultural heritage consultation and investigation (Roads and 
Maritime, 2012) and Standard Management Procedure - Unexpected 
Heritage Items (Roads and Maritime, 2015) and implemented as part of 
the CEMP. It will provide specific guidance on measures and controls to 
be implemented for managing impact on Aboriginal heritage. The 
AHMP will be prepared in consultation with all relevant Aboriginal 
groups 

Contractor Detailed design / 
pre-construction 

Section 4.9 
of QA G36 
Environment 
Protection 

AH2 Aboriginal 
heritage 

The Standard Management Procedure - Unexpected Heritage Items 
(Roads and Maritime, 2015a) will be followed in the event that an 
unknown or potential Aboriginal object/s, including skeletal remains, is 
found during construction. This applies where Roads and Maritime does 

Contractor Detailed design / 
pre-construction 

Section 4.9 
of QA G36 
Environment 
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No. Impact Environmental safeguards and management measures Responsibility Timing Reference 

not have approval to disturb the object/s or where a specific safeguard 
for managing the disturbance (apart from the Procedure) is not in place. 

Work will only re-commence once the requirements of that Procedure 
have been satisfied 

Protection 

AH3 Aboriginal 
heritage 

Any potential activities that may need to occur outside the assessed 
construction boundary will require an additional environmental 
assessment 

Contractor Detailed design / 
pre-construction 

Additional 
safeguard 

AH4 AHIP An AHIP will be sought for the overall construction boundary. Collection 
of surface artefacts and salvage excavations will be completed before 
any activities (including pre-construction activities) which may harm 
Aboriginal objects at these locations 

TfNSW Detailed design / 
pre-construction 

Additional 
safeguard 

AH5 Aboriginal 
heritage 

Scarred Tree BH-ST1-18 (57-2-1115) will be conserved in-situ. The tree 
will be protected during construction via permanent stock-proof fencing 
and appropriate associated signage. All relevant staff and contractors 
will be made aware of the nature and location of this site as well as 
Roads and Maritime’s legal obligations with respect to it. Details for the 
long-term management of the site will be included within the AHMP 

TfNSW / 
Contractor 

Detailed design / 
pre-construction/ 
construction/ 
operation 

Additional 
safeguard 

AH6 Aboriginal 
heritage 

Cultural Ring Trees BH-PMT3-18 (Site H, 57-2-1118) and BH-PMT2-18 
(Site I, 57-2-1117) will be conserved in-situ within the proposed new 
median area. Further design refinements during detailed design will be 
investigated to retain these cultural trees in consultation with RAP’s. 
During construction the trees will be protected via permanent stock-
proof fencing and appropriate associated signage with the location of 
the temporary fencing confirmed by a cultural values consultant and 
relevant Knowledge Holders. All relevant staff and contractors will be 
made aware of the nature and location of this site as well as Roads and 
Maritime’s legal obligations with respect to it. The sites will be marked 
on all operational maps as areas of high environmental and heritage 
sensitivity. Provisions for the long-term management of the sites will be 

TfNSW / 
Contractor 

Detailed design / 
pre-construction/ 
construction/ 
operation 

Additional 
safeguard 
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No. Impact Environmental safeguards and management measures Responsibility Timing Reference 

included within the AHMP and developed in consultation with a cultural 
values specialist and RAPs 

AH7 Aboriginal 
heritage 

Management of stone artefacts will be carried out in accordance with 
the Code of Practice for Archaeological Investigation of Aboriginal 
Objects in NSW (DECCW 2010b). All stone artefacts recovered from 
the construction boundary as part of the test excavation program should 
be stored temporarily at a suitable location. After completion of the 
Aboriginal archaeological salvage program, artefacts from the test 
excavation and salvage programs should be reburied on Country as 
soon as practicable to a location close to where they originated from, 
where no developmental impact is proposed. A reburial location will be 
determined through consultation with Roads and Maritime and RAPs 

TfNSW Detailed design / 
pre-construction 

Additional 
safeguard 

AH8 Impacts to 
Aboriginal 
Heritage 

Any potential activities that may need to occur in Areas 1-9 will 
require a due diligence assessment. These areas can then form 
part of the proposed AHIP boundary 

TfNSW Detailed design 
/ pre-
construction 

Additional 
safeguard 

Non-Aboriginal heritage 

H1 Non-Aboriginal 
heritage - 
General 

A NAHMP will be prepared and implemented as part of the CEMP. It 
will provide specific guidance on measures and controls to be 
implemented to avoid and mitigate impact to Non-Aboriginal heritage 

Contractor Detailed design / 
pre-construction 

Section 4.10 
of QA G36 
Environment 
Protection 

H2 Non-Aboriginal 
heritage - 
General 

The Standard Management Procedure - Unexpected Heritage Items 
(Roads and Maritime, 2015a) will be followed in the event that any 
unexpected heritage items, archaeological remains or potential relics of 
Non-Aboriginal origin are encountered 

Work will only re-commence once the requirements of that Procedure 
have been satisfied 

Contractor Detailed design / 
pre-construction 

Section 4.10 
of QA G36 
Environment 
Protection 
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No. Impact Environmental safeguards and management measures Responsibility Timing Reference 

H3 Non-Aboriginal 
heritage – 
General 

Where possible, detailed design will seek to avoid or further minimise 
impact to the identified heritage values within the construction boundary 

Contractor Detailed design Additional 
safeguard  

H4 Non-Aboriginal 
heritage – 
Wattle Park 
Uniting Church 

The construction boundary will be temporarily fenced in the vicinity of 
the Wattle Park Uniting Church and grounds to ensure inadvertent 
damage is not done to elements of the Church outside the proposal. 
The Memorial Gates will be temporarily fenced with a two metre 
exclusion zone buffer. A pre and post construction building condition 
inspection will be carried out as part of the CNVMP for the Church. 

Contractor Construction Additional 
safeguard  

H5 Non-Aboriginal 
heritage – 
Dellwood 
homestead 

Photographic archival recording will be prepared before Dellwood 
homestead is disturbed. The archival recording will adhere to the 
guidelines Photographic recording of heritage items using film or digital 
capture (NSW Heritage Office, 2006) and How to prepare archival 
records (NSW Heritage Office, 1998). The resulting information should 
be used to aid in the interpretation of heritage in the area 

Contractor Detailed design / 
pre-construction 

Additional 
safeguard  

H6 Non-Aboriginal 
heritage – 
Dellwood 
homestead 

An archaeological research design and methodology will be prepared 
and submitted to the Heritage Council of NSW for approval under 
Section 140 of the Heritage Act 1977 to investigate the archaeological 
potential identified. Dellwood has been assessed as possibly containing 
archaeological deposits that could provide information on life in the area 
in the 1890s that is not available from the historical records or 
elsewhere 

TfNSW Detailed 
design/Pre-
construction 

Additional 
safeguard  

H7 Non-Aboriginal 
heritage – 
Dellwood 
homestead 

The tanning tank has been identified as a rare item. The tanning tank 
will be relocated if feasible to a suitable institution for preservation and 
interpretation. The Hall School and Museum has expressed an interest 
in obtaining this item. Roads and Maritime will consult with the Hall 
School and Museum to come to an agreement on the relocation of the 
tanning tank 

TfNSW Detailed 
design/Pre-
construction 

Additional 
safeguard  
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No. Impact Environmental safeguards and management measures Responsibility Timing Reference 

Soil and water 

S1 Soil and water A SWMP will be prepared and implemented as part of the CEMP in line 
with Roads and Maritimes QA G38 – ‘Soil and Water Management’. 
The SWMP will identify all reasonably foreseeable risks relating to soil 
erosion and water pollution and describe how these risks will be 
addressed during construction. The SWMP will be prepared in 
accordance with: 

 The Blue Book – ‘Managing Urban Stormwater: soils and 
construction Volume 1  (Landcom 2004) and Volume 2D (DECC 
2008) 

 Technical Guideline: Temporary Stormwater Drainage for Road 
Construction (Roads and Maritime 2011b) 

 Guideline for Batter Surface Stabilisation Using Vegetation (Roads 
and Maritime, 2015b)  

The SWMP and CEMP will detail site specific measures to ensure 
compliance to stipulated ELP conditions 

Contractor Detailed design / 
pre-construction 

Section 2.1 
of QA G38 
Soil and 
Water 
Managemen 
t 

S2 Soil and water A site specific ESCP will be prepared and implemented as part of the 
Soil and Water Management Plan. The Plan will include arrangements 
for managing wet weather events, including monitoring of potential high 
risk events (such as storms) and specific controls and follow-up 
measures to be applied in the event of wet weather. The ESCP will also 
include: 

 A maintenance schedule for ongoing maintenance of temporary 
erosion and sediment controls 

 A sediment basin management plan to guide appropriate 
management of runoff during construction and operation 

Contractor Detailed design / 
Pre-construction 

Section 2.2 
of QA G38 
Soil and 
Water 
Managemen 
t 
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No. Impact Environmental safeguards and management measures Responsibility Timing Reference 

 A site specific emergency spill plan, which will include spill 
management measures in line with the Roads and Maritime Code 
for Proactive for Water Management (RTA 1999) and relevant NSW 
EPA guidelines. This plan will include measures to be implemented 
in the event of a spill 

S3 Soil and water 
– soil erosion 
and water 
quality 

A Roads and Maritime approved soil conservationist will be engaged to 
provide advice on erosion and sediment control, including progressive 
preparation of the ESCP. The soil conservationist must regularly (at 
least once a month and before and after rain events) review and inspect 
work throughout construction and provide written recommendations on 
the ESCP drawings and the effectiveness of controls used. 

Controls will be implemented before topsoil removal and start of 
earthwork within the catchment of each structure. This includes 
construction of sediment basins and other water quality structures 

Contractor Construction Additional 
safeguard 

S4 Acid sulphate 
soil 

Soil sampling will be conducted before earthwork to confirm the 
presence of acid sulphate soils within the construction boundary to 
inform the design and CEMP  

Contractor Detailed design / 
Pre-construction 

Additional 
safeguard 

S5 Acid sulphate 
soil 

Potential for actual acid sulphate soils are to be managed in 
accordance with the Roads and Maritime Guidelines for the 
Management of Acid Sulphate Materials 2005 

Contractor Construction Standard 
safeguard 

S6 Erosion and 
sedimentation  

Proactive and appropriate erosion and sediment control will be 
implemented, including: 

 Sediment and erosion controls (including sediment basins), clean 
water diversions and culverts will be constructed and be on line 
before earthwork commence 

 Sediment basins will be regularly serviced and maintained to 
comply with water quality and capacity requirements 

Contractor Construction  Additional 
safeguard 
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No. Impact Environmental safeguards and management measures Responsibility Timing Reference 

 Vegetation clearing and stabilisation/revegetation activities will be 
carried out progressively to limit the time disturbed areas are 
exposed to erosion processes 

 Site stabilisation of disturbed areas will be carried out progressively 
as stages are completed 

 Topsoil and mulch will each be stockpiled separately for possible 
re-use in rehabilitation work. Mulch may also be used for erosion 
and sediment controls 

 High risk soil erosion activities such as earthwork will not be carried 
out immediately before or during high rainfall or wind events 

 Any material transported onto road surfaces will be swept and 
removed at the end of each working day 

 Erosion and sediment control measures will be maintained until the 
work is complete and areas are stabilised 

 Work areas are to be stabilised progressively during the work 

S7 Erosion and 
sedimentation 

The maintenance of established stockpile sites is to be in accordance 
with the Roads and Maritime Stockpile Site Management Guideline 
(EMS-TG-10) 

Contractor Construction Standard 
safeguard 

S8 Contaminated 
land 
management 
plan 

A CLMP will be prepared in accordance with the Guideline for the 
Management of Contamination (Roads and Maritime, 2013a) and 
implemented as part of the CEMP. The plan will include, but not be 
limited to: 

 Identification of  potentially contamination land through monitoring:  

- For discolouration or staining of soil 

- Bare soil patches both on-site, and off-site adjacent to site 
boundary 

Contractor Detailed design / 
Pre-construction 

Section 4.2 
of QA G36 
Environment 
Protection 
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No. Impact Environmental safeguards and management measures Responsibility Timing Reference 

- Visible signs of plant stress 

- Present of drums or other waste material 

- Presence of stockpiles or fill material 

- Odours. 

 Carrying out further contamination assessment where necessary 
and advising on the need for remediation or other action. This 
includes further investigation of any unexpected contamination 
finds. 

 Diversion of surface runoff away from the contaminated land. 

 Management of any surface runoff contaminated by exposure to the 
contaminated land 

 Assessment of any requirement to notify relevant Authorities, 
including the EPA 

 Management of any remediation and subsequent validation, 
including any certification required 

 Review and updating the plan 

S9 Contaminated 
land 

If contaminated areas are encountered during construction, appropriate 
control measures will be implemented to manage the immediate risks of 
contamination. All other work that may impact on the contaminated area 
will cease until the nature and extent of the contamination has been 
confirmed and any necessary site-specific controls or further actions 
identified in consultation with the Roads and Maritime Environment 
Manager and/or EPA 

Contractor Detailed design / 
Pre-construction 

Section 4.2 
of QA G36 
Environment 
Protection 

S10 Contaminated 
land -
assessment of 
excavation 

Soil characterisation will be carried out before construction in areas 
where excavation of soil is required to: 

 Assess the presence of contamination and risks posed to 

Contractor Detailed design / 
Pre-construction 

Additional 
safeguard  
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No. Impact Environmental safeguards and management measures Responsibility Timing Reference 

areas construction workers and the environment, so that appropriate 
controls can be adopted during construction 

 Chemically classify the soil in situ, for off-site disposal to licensed 
landfill in accordance with the NSW EPA (2014) Waste 
Classification Guidelines or applicable Resource Recovery 
exemption order or assess for re-use within the construction 
boundary 

 A Sampling, Analysis and Quality Plan (SAQP) will be prepared for 
soil investigation/material characterisation in accordance with the 
National Environment Protection (Assessment of Site 
Contamination) Measure 2013.

 The SAQP will detail: 

 Data quality objectives and data quality indicators  

 Justification of the number, density and sampling locations based 
on the potential for contamination, excavation extent and quantities 
requiring off-site disposal 

 Analytical suite and schedule, including contaminants of concern 
identified in this contamination impact assessment 

 Assessment criteria for on-site reuse for the land use and waste 
classification 

 Sampling and laboratory methodologies, field and laboratory quality 
assurance and control 

Documentation will be prepared with reference to the Roads and Traffic 
Authority of NSW (RTA) 2005, Contaminated Land Management 
Guideline, April 2005, Roads and Traffic Authority of NSW (RTA), 
Sydney, Australia 

S11 Asbestos Asbestos removal must be carried out in accordance with Working with Contractor Construction Standard 
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No. Impact Environmental safeguards and management measures Responsibility Timing Reference 

management Asbestos: Guide 2008 published by WorkCover Australia safeguard  

Hydrology and drainage 

W1 Water MUSIC modelling will be carried out during detailed design to 
demonstrate that the proposed swales (or alternative water quality 
treatment measures) achieve the project objectives 

Contractor Detailed design Additional 
safeguard 

W2 Water Where feasible, farm dams will be retained and protected. Landholders 
will be consulted with regards to any farm dams that could potentially be 
disturbed 

Contractor Detailed design / 
Pre-construction 

Additional 
safeguard 

W3 Accidental spill A site specific emergency spill plan will be developed, and include spill 
management measures in accordance with the Roads and Maritime 
Code of Practice for Water Management (RTA, 1999) and relevant EPA 
guidelines. The plan will address measures to be implemented in the 
event of a spill, including initial response and containment, notification 
of emergency services and relevant authorities (including Roads and 
Maritime and EPA officers) 

Contractor Detailed design / 
Pre-construction 

Section 4.3 
of QA G36 
Environment 
Protection 

W4 Flooding 
impact and 
flow diversions 

Design drainage structures to ensure that the natural flow of 
floodwaters and existing flow paths, flow volumes, flow rates and flow 
velocities will be maintained post-construction where possible 

Further detailed hydrologic and/or hydraulic modelling will be carried out 
as appropriate to confirm flow and flooding impact as required during 
design development 

The flooding impact of temporary work, including construction staging 
that requires temporary departure from the design, as well as road 
surfacing work will be assessed 

The impact of future climate change and potential blockage of hydraulic 

Contractor Detailed design / 
Pre-construction 

Additional 
safeguard  
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No. Impact Environmental safeguards and management measures Responsibility Timing Reference 

structures on flooding conditions will be considered 

Maintain documentation that will demonstrate flooding and final flooding 
impact have been appropriately considered in detailed design 

W5 Flood impact 
on traffic 

Consult with Council and SES on potential road closure and traffic 
management measures to divert traffic from the existing highway during 
flood events 

TfNSW Detailed design / 
Pre-construction 

Additional 
safeguard  

W6 Water  All fuels, chemicals, and liquids will be stored in an impervious bunded 
area at least 50 m away from any rivers, creeks or any areas of 
concentrated water flow, flooded or poorly drained areas and slopes 
above 10 per cent 

Refuelling of plant and planned maintenance of machinery and plant will 
be carried out 50 m away from waterways and drainage lines 

Vehicles and plant will be properly maintained and regularly inspected 
for fluid leaks 

Dirty water will be managed on site to avoid release into drainage lines 
and/or waterways 

Potable water will be used for wash down 

Containment material will be used to capture/filter water used in vehicle 
wash-downs 

Vehicle and plant wash downs and/or concrete truck washouts will be 
carried out within a designated bunded area with an impervious surface 
or will be carried out off site 

Visual monitoring of local water quality (ie turbidity, hydrocarbon 
spills/slicks) of waterways will be carried out on a regular basis to 
identify any potential spills or deficient erosion and sediment controls. 
Inspection records will be kept 

Emergency spill kits will be kept on site at all times 

Contractor Construction Standard 
safeguard  
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No. Impact Environmental safeguards and management measures Responsibility Timing Reference 

All staff will be inducted about incident and emergency procedures and 
made aware of the locations of emergency spill kits 

Should a spill occur during construction, the emergency response plan 
will be implemented, and the Roads and Maritime senior regional 
environmental officer contacted. The EPA will also be notified as per 
Part 5.7 of the POEO Act 

W7 Flood impact 
on traffic 

Further sensitivity of flood behaviour to potential future climate 
change should be considered as part of detailed design 
development and be included as a safeguard and management 
measure for the detailed design/pre-construction phase. 

TfNSW Detailed 
design/pre-
construction 

Additional 
safeguard 

Landscape character and visual impact 

LV1 Landscape 
character and 
visual impact 

Locally endemic species (both ephemeral and persisting) will be used in 
response to the local community the road passes through along the 
proposal 

TfNSW / 
Contractor 

Detailed design / 
pre-construction 

Additional 
safeguard  

LV2 Landscape 
character and 
visual impact 

Minimise the use of traffic barriers, while meeting safety objectives, as 
per the existing situation to maintain a seamless visual connectivity with 
the landscape 

TfNSW / 
Contractor 

Detailed design / 
pre-construction/ 
construction 

Additional 
safeguard  

LV3 Landscape 
character and 
visual impact 

Limit planting within LCZ 2: Floodplain to understorey species from the 
Box-Gum 

Woodland – Derived Native Grassland community, preserving 
panoramic views across the floodplain. In certain areas exotic species 
may be appropriate in response to local landscape character 

TfNSW / 
Contractor 

Detailed design / 
pre-construction 

Additional 
safeguard  

LV4 Landscape 
character and 
visual impact 

Where safety barriers are required within LCZ 2, wire rope safety 
barriers will be considered to preserve the views 

TfNSW / 
Contractor 

Detailed design / 
pre-construction 

Additional 
safeguard  
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No. Impact Environmental safeguards and management measures Responsibility Timing Reference 

LV5 Existing trees Where existing trees would be retained within the construction 
boundary or within close proximity of the work, an arborist will be 
engaged to determine construction setbacks and any other 
requirements necessary to maintain the health of the trees 

TfNSW / 
Contractor 

Detailed design / 
pre-construction 

Additional 
safeguard  

LV6 Wattle Park 
Uniting Church 

New landscape treatment will consider the heritage value of cultural 
plantings around the church. Noise mitigation and fencing will be 
visually integrated into the entry setting, with replacement plantings to 
comprise a mix of exotic coniferous species, as the existing condition 

TfNSW / 
Contractor 

Detailed design / 
pre-construction 

Additional 
safeguard  

Property and land use 

P1 Property 
acquisition 

Property acquisition will be carried out in accordance with the Land 
Acquisition Information Guide (Roads and Maritime, 2014a), the Land 
Acquisition (Just Terms Compensation) Act 1991 (NSW) and the land 
acquisition reforms announced by the NSW government in 2016 (NSW 
government, 2016)  

TfNSW Pre-construction Additional 
safeguard  

P2 Property 
acquisition 

Property acquisition of Crown Land will be carried out in accordance 
with the Crown Lands Act 1989 

TfNSW Pre-construction 
and construction 

Additional 
safeguard  

Socio-economic 

SE1 Socio-
economic 

A CP will be prepared and implemented as part of the CEMP to help 
provide timely and accurate information to the community during 
construction. The CP will include (as a minimum): 

 Mechanisms to provide details and timing of proposed activities to 
affected residents, including changed traffic and access conditions 

 Contact name and number for complaints 

Contactor Detailed design / 
pre-construction 

Standard 
safeguard  
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No. Impact Environmental safeguards and management measures Responsibility Timing Reference 

The CP will be prepared in accordance with the Community 
Involvement and Communications Resource Manual (RTA, 2008) 

SE2 Socio-
economic 

All complaints are to be recorded on a complaints register and attended 
to promptly 

Contactor Construction Standard 
safeguard  

SE3 Socio-
economic 

Contact details for a 24-hour construction response line, proposal info 
line and email address will be provided for ongoing stakeholder contact 
throughout the design and construction phase 

TfNSW Detailed design / 
pre-construction/ 
construction 

Additional 
safeguard  

SE4 Economic Goods and services will be purchased locally helping to ensure the local 
community benefits from the construction of the proposal as best 
practicable 

Contractor Pre-construction 
and construction 

Additional 
safeguard  

Waste and resources 

WR1 Waste A WMP will be prepared and implemented as part of the CEMP. The 
WMP will include but not be limited to: 

 Measures to avoid and minimise waste associated with the project 

 Classification of wastes and management options (re-use, recycle, 
stockpile, disposal) 

 Statutory approvals required for managing both on and off-site 
waste, or application of any relevant resource recovery exemptions 

 Procedures for storage, transport and disposal 

 Monitoring, record keeping and reporting 

The WMP will be prepared taking into account the Environmental 
Procedure - Management of Wastes on Roads and Maritime Services 
Land (Roads and Maritime, 2014d) and relevant Roads and Maritime 

Contactor Detailed design / 
pre-construction 

Section 4.11 
of QA G36 
Environment 
Protection 
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No. Impact Environmental safeguards and management measures Responsibility Timing Reference 

Waste Fact Sheets 

WR2 Waste When tree removal cannot be avoided, usable timber shall be salvaged 
as best practicable. Other biomass shall be chipped and mulched on 
site for erosion and sediment control, and landscaping. 

If vegetation is to be mulched and transported off site for beneficial 
reuse, it is to be assessed for the presence of weeds, pest, and other 
disease and a Mulch Management Plan prepared in accordance with 
the Roads and Maritime Technical Procedure: Mulch Management 

Contactor Construction Standard 
safeguard  

WR3 Waste Bulk project waste (eg fill) sent to a site not owned by Roads and 
Maritime (excluding EPA licensed landfills and resource recovery 
facilities) is to have prior formal written approval from the landowner, in 
accordance with Environmental Direction No. 20 – Legal Off-site 
Disposal of Roads and Maritime Services Waste. This includes waste 
transported for reuse, recycling, disposal or stockpiling 

Contactor Construction Standard 
safeguard  

WR4 Waste Waste is not to be burnt on site. 

There is to be no disposal or re-use of construction waste on to other 
land. 

Waste material, other than vegetation and tree mulch, is not to be left 
on site once the work have been completed. 

Working areas are to be maintained, kept free of rubbish and cleaned 
up at the end of each working day. 

Good housekeeping will be maintained at construction sites throughout 
the construction phase. Waste will be collected, segregated, stored and 
recycled as best practicable or disposed at an appropriately licensed 
facility on a regular basis 

All waste will be managed in accordance with the POEO Act and 
classified in accordance with the NSW EPA Waste Classification 

Contactor Construction Standard 
safeguard  
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No. Impact Environmental safeguards and management measures Responsibility Timing Reference 

Guidelines 2014 methods and specifications 

WR5 Sewage Appropriate portable toilets with either pump out facilities or sewer 
connections will be provided for site personnel and sewage will be 
disposed of appropriately and in accordance with relevant legislation 

Contactor Construction Additional 
safeguard  

WR6 Construction 
waste 

A post-construction land assessment will be carried out of land that was 
used for ancillary construction purposes (compounds, storage, parking, 
etc.) to determine the suitability for hand-back to the landowner 

Contactor Construction Additional 
safeguard  

WR7 Resource use Resource management hierarchy principles are to be followed: 

 Avoid unnecessary resource consumption as a priority 

 Avoidance is followed by resource recovery (including reuse of 
materials, reprocessing, recycling and energy recovery) 

 Disposal is carried out as a last resort 

(in accordance with the WARR Act) 

Contactor Construction Additional 
safeguard  

WR8 Resource use  Procurement will adhere to Roads and Maritime Environmental 
Sustainability Strategy 2015-2019 and use materials, products and 
services which are cost and performance effective. Materials and 
services shall be sourced from Roads and Maritime registered local 
suppliers as best practicable 

Contactor Detailed design / 
pre-construction 

Additional 
safeguard  

WR9 Contaminated 
land – 
assessment of 
imported 
VENM or ENM 

Before the importation of VENM or ENM, source sites will be identified 
and assessed against the definition of VENM in the NSW EPA Waste 
Classification Guidelines 2014 and POEO Act and ENM against the 
Excavated Natural Material Order 2014 

Contractor Construction Additional 
safeguard 

WR10 Spoil waste 
management 

Spoil to be removed from the site which has been assessed as not 
suitable for reuse or cannot be reused will be classified in accordance 

Contractor Construction Additional 
safeguard 
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No. Impact Environmental safeguards and management measures Responsibility Timing Reference 

and transport with NSW EPA Waste Classification Guidelines 2014. The spoil will be 
transported to an appropriate waste disposal facility licensed to receive 
such waste. Approval will be obtained from the respective landfill facility 
before transport and will require an estimate of the likely volume of 
waste to be disposed 

The following material handling requirements will be implemented for 
trucks transporting materials off-site: 

 A licensed transporter will be used to transport material to an 
appropriately licensed facility 

 All truck loads will be filled to the correct level and not over filled 

 Trucks carrying waste materials will be covered before exiting the 
work site and will remain covered until authorised to unload at the 
destination (licensed waste facility) 

 Trucks will be fitted with seals to ensure that the movement of 
potentially saturated materials is carried out appropriately. The 
integrity of the seals will be inspected and tested before the start of 
each day’s haulage work 

 In the event that materials are tracked or spilt outside of the 
construction zone, soil will be immediately cleaned up in a way that 
prevents contamination of land, the stormwater or waterways 

 All truckloads and landfill waste tickets/dockets will be tracked and 
a register completed to reconcile and check spoil has been lawfully 
disposed 

WR11 Existing 
condition of 
ancillary sites  

Before land being used for ancillary construction purposes (compounds, 
storage, parking, etc), a pre-construction land assessment will be 
carried out to identify the presence of any pre-existing wastes 

Contractor Pre-construction 
/ detailed design 

Additional 
safeguard 
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No. Impact Environmental safeguards and management measures Responsibility Timing Reference 

WR12 Asbestos 
management 

An AMP will be developed for areas known to contain ACM (from pre-
construction investigations), areas suspected of containing ACM and to 
address unexpected finds of ACM during construction. Specifically, 
protocols should be stipulated for separation, monitoring, validation and 
clearance of asbestos 

The AMP and associated Standard Work Procedures should satisfy the 
requirements of the Safe Work Australia Asbestos Codes of Practice 
and Guidance Notes: 

 Code of Practice: How to Manage and Control Asbestos in the 
Workplace 

 Code of Practice: How to Safely Remove Asbestos 

 Guidance Note on the Membrane Filter Method for Estimating 
Airborne Asbestos Fibre, 2nd Edition [NOHSC: 3003 (2005)] 

Contractor Construction Additional 
safeguard  

WR13 Asbestos 
management 

An Occupational Hygienist (Hygienist) will be on-site for the duration of 
the excavation work where ACM has been identified from pre-
construction or where unexpected finds of ACM are encountered. The 
Hygienist will: 

 Carry out air monitoring for asbestos during excavation 

 Provide on-site visual inspection, identification of asbestos 
impacted material and clearance of non-asbestos impacted 
surfaces 

 Supervise work to ensure compliance with the AMP and NSW 
regulatory requirements for asbestos containing material 
management and disposal 

In the event that friable asbestos is detected, a suitably licensed 
Asbestos Removal Contractor (licensed to carry out friable asbestos 
(Class A) removal) will be required to carry out and oversee all the 

Contractor Construction Additional 
safeguard  
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No. Impact Environmental safeguards and management measures Responsibility Timing Reference 

asbestos removal and disposal work outlined in the AMP 

All persons performing the work will be required to carry out a suitable 
risk assessment and develop a Safe Work Method Statement for all of 
their work activities before starting work in ACM impacted areas 

Air quality 

A1 Air quality An AQMP will be prepared and implemented as part of the CEMP. The 
AQMP will include, but not be limited to: 

 Potential sources of air pollution  

 Air quality management objectives consistent with any relevant 
published EPA and/or DPIE guidelines 

 Mitigation and suppression measures to be implemented  

 Methods to manage work during strong winds or other adverse 
weather conditions 

 A progressive rehabilitation strategy for exposed surfaces 

Contractor Detailed design / 
pre-construction 

Section 4.4 
of QA G36 
Environment 
Protection 

A2 Air quality Stockpiles or areas that may generate dust will be managed to 
suppress dust emissions in accordance with the Roads and Maritime 
Stockpile Site Management Guideline (EMS-TG-10) 

Contractor Construction Standard 
safeguard  

Utilities 

U1 Utilities Before the commencement of work: 

 The location of existing utilities and relocation details will be 
confirmed following consultation with the affected utility owners 

 If the scope or location of proposed utility relocation work falls 

Contractor Detailed design / 
pre-construction 

Standard 
safeguard  
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No. Impact Environmental safeguards and management measures Responsibility Timing Reference 

outside of the assessed proposal scope and footprint, further 
assessment will be carried out 

U2 HV relocation Relocated 22 kV overhead power lines will be designed to be:  

 Within the proposed RMS road reserve boundary (including land to 
be acquired for the proposal) with a minimum of 7.5 m clearance 
from the edge of the road reserve, unless otherwise agreed with the 
appropriate energy provider 

 Developed in accordance with the guidelines and codes of practice 
recommended by the appropriate energy provider, unless otherwise 
agreed by the appropriate energy provider 

Contractor Detailed design / 
pre-construction 

Additional 
safeguard  

Hazards and risk 

R1 Hazards and 
risk 
management 

A HRMP will be prepared and implemented as part of the CEMP. The 
HRMP will include, but not be limited to: 

 Details of hazards and risks associated with the activity 

 Measures to be implemented during construction to minimise these 
risks 

 Record keeping arrangements, including information on the 
materials present on the site, material safety data sheets, and 
personnel trained and authorised to use such materials 

 A monitoring program to assess performance in managing the 
identified risks 

 Contingency measures to be implemented in the event of 
unexpected hazards or risks arising, including emergency situations 

The HRMP will be prepared in accordance with relevant guidelines and 
standards, including relevant Safe Work Australia Codes of Practice, 
and EPA or DPIE (ie includes former Office of Environment and 

Contractor Detailed design / 
pre-construction 

Standard 
safeguard  
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No. Impact Environmental safeguards and management measures Responsibility Timing Reference 

Heritage) publications 

R2 Hazards and 
risk 
management 

Emergency contacts will be kept in an easily accessible location on 
vehicles, plant and the site office. All workers will be advised of these 
contact details and procedures 

Contractor Construction Standard 
safeguard  

Cumulative impact 

CU1 Cumulative 
construction 
impact 

The CEMP will be revised to consider potential cumulative impact from 
surrounding development and construction impact activities as they 
become known via discussion with contractors on other projects 

Contractor Pre-construction 
and construction 

Additional 
safeguard  

CU2 Cumulative 
impact to 
biodiversity 

Biodiversity offsets will be secured as per the Roads and Maritime 
Guideline for Biodiversity Offsets (November 2016) 

TfNSW Detailed design  Additional 
safeguard  
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5.3 Licensing and approvals 

Licenses and approvals needed for the proposal are summarised below. 

Table 5-2: Summary of licensing and approval required 

Instrument Requirement Timing 

Protection of the Environmental Protection Licence (EPL) Before start of the 
Environment from the NSW EPA for the following activity 
Operations Act scheduled activities: 
1997 (s43)  Road construction which results in the 

existence of four lanes and is more than 
5km (in a non-metropolitan area) 

Fisheries Notification to the Minister before any A minimum of 28 
Management Act dredging or reclamation work. days before the start 
1994 (s199) 

The proposal involves installation of culverts 
at waterways and construction of box 
culverts at Gooromon Ponds and Little 
Bedulluck Creek 

of work 

Fisheries Permit to obstruct passage of fish Before start of the 
Management Act (temporary or permanent) from the Minister  activity 
1994 (s219) 

The proposal involves construction of box 
culverts at Gooromon Ponds and Little 
Bedulluck Creek which are key fish habitats 
(Type 2/3, Class 2/3) 

Heritage Act 1977 Excavation permit from the DPIE Before start of 
(s139) 

The proposal would require archaeological 
investigation of Dellwood homestead 

ground disturbance 
work 

National Parks Aboriginal heritage impact permit from the Before start of the 
and Wildlife Act DPIE activity 
1974 (s90) 

The proposal involves carrying out work that 
could impact Aboriginal items 

Water 
Management Act 
2000 (s91B) 

Water supply work approval from DPIE 

An approval would be required if dewatering 
of groundwater needs to be carried out for 
construction work 

Before start of the 
activity 
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Instrument Requirement Timing 

Crown Lands Act 
1989 (s6) 

Licence to occupy areas of Crown land 

The proposal would involve carrying out 
work at the following Crown lands: 
 Travelling Stock Reserves: Hall TSR at 

the NSW/ACT border and Bedulluck 
TSR north of Nanima Road to the east 
of Barton Highway 

 Crown roads: Boundary Lane, Rolfe 
Road, Church Lane, Anchow Hill Lane 
and Barton Highway from Spring Range 
Road southbound towards to the 
NSW/ACT border. 

Before start of the 
activity 

Roads Act 1993 Road Occupancy Permit would need to be 
obtained as necessary prior to construction 
commencing 

Prior to start of 
activity 
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Appendix A 
Detailed boundary comparisons from assessed REF 
construction boundary and property acquisition boundary 
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